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This is only interesting for ones 
in the general Western area of the 
U.S. but 1, have mentioned it and 
now I am barraged with inquiries. 
It makes no difference, chelas, if 
you are “prepared” you are fine--if 
not, all the “knowing” about hidden 
agendas will do nothing for you. 

However, it can be noted herein 
that you have now, in joint venture 
with your new Soviet Freedom-Or- 
der, established a working, full- 
alert coalition with your enemy with 
a large base capable of total national 
control of your populace through 
beam pulse systems. You have in- 
stalled a fullv onerational “Wood- 

The placement is arranged for tion at all. This is a VERY BIG 
security for when these massive YEAR for the Plan 2ooO taking of 
beam systems are “fired up” for the world and I can only remind 
testing and network function--the you that perfection and retention of 
odds are less than 50-50 that the assets is highly unlikely in all in- 
surface of earth will survive. I can stances--but it need not be devas- 
only suggest you ones keep your tating if you take care. In the light 
dark goggles handy for I am not of God’s shielding, you are as safe 
going to speak more and more on as a bug in a cocoon in a nice wool 
possibilities of this or another, mo- rug. If you choose not to utilize the 
ment. You will either be prepared shelter God gifts unto you--‘tis your 
or you will !lot. own choice and we wish you well. 

I will, however, go over some 
reminders of preparations for you 
are going to have to function for as 
long as .possible in “emergency” 
status IF. you are allowed to func- 

The Planners never again plan 
for any type of “free” world and as 
I see it coming down--THERE 
WILL NEVER AGAIN BE FREE- 
DOM OR LIFE AS YOU HAVE 

KNOWN IT. The point is to pull it 
off in natural sequence of events so 
that you do not even recognize that 
you have been “had” but rather 
caught in a situation of “we did all 
we could to save you”. 

Then is it too late? It is never 
too late if you assume the power 
given unto you through God--but 
you surely do need to begin in 
harder effort than at present. If you 
still cannot read that handwriting on 
your walls and simply think it graf- 
fiti from the underprivileged juve- 

Please see EDWARDS, next page 
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peck%-Wormw&” system of 
“Frequency” beams which can 
project everything from flu and cold Kennedy tried to stop.Fed 
infections to total mind control of 
the populations with directed vio- 12/31/91 #l HATONN 
lence in mob reaction and total de- I make the above statement be- 
bilitation of the populations through cause I have a lot of readers of 
depression and loss of functional wly JOURNALS in tod shock 
ability. regarding the truth of the “Stone” 

Your President left this day for film on Ken&y--light to the fact 
Australia to insure the installation that Jacl& climb& out on the trunk 
on Australia as well and they plan of the car--not to escape, but to re- 
to check out both the systems and trieve a portion of John’s skull with 
the “survival” facilities which are brains attache& She knew it was 
now function+ in Australia and Of pure murder and by whom, Yes, 

which we wrote months and months the movie is correct and accurate in 
most areas of discernment, espe- 
cially the actual murder itself. 
However, there is still a major por- 
tion left out of- the scenario of 
“reason why”. This will be repre- 

lumbia and NOT of your home sentative of great wisdom for you 
state. For details see page 17. who would run for President this 

year and plan to wipe out the 

money minting system and the Fed- has simply grown ever more power- 
eral Reserve. ful in capability of destruction of 

The final play which set your nation and thus, the world, 
Kennedy’s death into cement was Robert Kennedy realized the 
the fact that he saw the destruction plan was thwarted and thus pursued 
of the nation at hand. He fi.d& in- diligently his own Presidency b;e- 
tended to take control and bring Cause he made a commitment to 
CumencY PknJing back into the finish what John had started--the 
hmds of the government accodiw SAME PLAN. It is all entangled 
to the Constitution, starting with witi international intrigue, CIA, 
SOme excess Of ubO~& $4 ban. Mossad, Soviet Zionism and, plain 
Then he WOUND be shatting down and simply, the Mafia ad criminal 

the creeping cancer of the Federal underworld who still controls it all. 
Reserve, which is the poison of The CIA is only the enforcing and 
freedom in America. Not the poi- intelligence wing of the Mafia as a 
son-just the administmtor of tht simple explanation. This is why 
poison. 

Did Johnson know? 
you can be sure the “anti-Christ” 

Yes in- will come out of the general area of 
deed. He was not, however, TEE the Vatican/Italy wherein is the seat 
mastermind behind the plan--he of the Mafia organization and 
simply hated Kennedy and aimed originators of Freemasonry as 
for the power of the “throne” for originally practiced. 
more dastardly deeds. Your Mr. I do not lay these things on you 
Bush, however, was extremely in- 
volved through the CIA and his role Please see KENNEDY, next Page 
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As you close this, a segment 

called “year”, I feel it even more 
important than usual to remind you 
that I come as a Host, travel guide 
“back home”, tour guide, etc. Per- 
haps I am simply your “travel 
agent”! I serve Creator in His pur- 
pose to furnish you with Truth and 
outlay that which is upon you. 
There are no mystical games or 
tricks--only “the facts, ma’am/sir”. 
In the abundance of “facts” as the 

EDWARDS, cont. 
from previous page 

niles, then I’d suspect you are in se- 
rious danger of non-recovery. If 
you WANT to change your plight 
and will act accordingly--you will 
witness miracles beyond your 
imaginings--BUT YOU WILL DO 
IT! 

Now, for you who are pretend- 
ing as if you never heard of such 
things and are in a state of shock in 
the immediate area--KNOCK IT 
OFF! You have known step by. step 
by agonizing step and allowed our 
own ships and workers to be liter- 
ally fired upon with guns and other 
weapons--stop your infantile reac- 
tions and start reasoning with your 
gifted minds. 

Why would you remain in such 
a dangerous place? Because of its 
focus, it is not dangerous, is it? 
You think about it. If you are in 
the hub of the activity then you are 
not likely to be at the end target of 
the beams, are you? Further, we 
have no bone to pick with the ad- 
versary as you ones, envision “war” 
and “bone picking”. We have no 
intent to interfere nor to open any 
affront to the physical well-being of 
the adversary through physical 
weaponry and/or overthrow of a 
government--good or bad. We are 
going to’ bring the word of Truth 
and God and so be it. The adver- 
sary knows his limitations as re- 
gards our people and yes, he can 
make it damned miserable for you-- 
according to how much you choose 
to tolerate. If you choose to toler- 
ate none of his games, then he can- 
not touch you without going right 
through good old Hatonn. He is 
wise enough not to try that one, at 
least not a second time! If you go 
forth and break the laws then you 
shall most likely get hurt very badly 
and probably killed in the process. 

experience “really” is, you will find 
purpose and direction of your own 
chosen mission in this experience 
called “physical life”. 

I am urging you to consider that 
which is upon you most carefully 
and thoughtfully for you have been 
presented with lies for such a long, 
long time that you have totally for- 
gotten your intent of this expression 
and have become “victims” instead 
of “masters” of your destiny. Mine 
is not to coerce, force or spoon-feed 
you, although we have done that 
service, also, in that you might 
grow a bit more slowly and not find 
the distance between the lie and 
Truth too incredible to fathom. The 
lessons have been blunt and hard 
but ye are made of only “strength” 
and magnificence of perfection so it 
is only a misperception which 
causes you to disallow your own 
ability to change that which is in lie 
and deceit. You are given mind- 
force which is ALL and MAN has 
trained you to escape the use of 
same. You are co-creator with God 
of all creation and that same 
Creator has sent Truth so that you 
have opportunity to regain that 
which ye have set to the side in 
order to believe and clutch only to 
that physicalness of less than a 
hundred years duration. I can 
furnish the alarm clock--I will not 
furnish more sleeping compounds. 
You are furnished ALL necessary 
elements of the “concoction” with 
which to regain your own 
leadership and power but it will be 
YOU who takes the offering and 

KENNEDY, cont. 
from previous page 

out of some magical hat or fortune- 
telling cards--I give you blow-by- 
blow in proof and research if you 
but take time to check it out. 

I am accused of fear-mongering, 
doom and gloom. Dear ones, if 
you can look around your world 
and at your own livelihood stability 
nationally and personally (without 
even looking beyond the moment) 
and do not feel a bit of apprehen- 
sion--then I fear you are already 
DEAD. Do you actually believe as 
this is all brought forth and proven 
to even YOUR satisfaction that it 
will change an iota of the facts by 
your saying: “I just couldn’t bring 
myself to believe such things”? I 
seriously doubt it! 

utilizes it in the physical plane of 
experience. Your enemy, the 
adversary, who experiences ONLY 
IN THE PHYSICAL REALM OF 
MANIFESTATION, has learned 
the secret of the ages and has used 
it for his own ends which leave the 
masses of mankind into his 
enslavement and has brought the 
planet unto destruction. How you 
finish your ‘journey” through the 
physical experience is none of my 
business. 

My mission is to bring the 
WORD OF TRUTH as commanded 
by God, remind you of your laws of 
Truth in experience whereby you 
can build or regain balance and 
harmony within experience, make 
sure a remnant of Creator’s 
“servants” survive well intact and 
bring HIS CHILDREN HOME! 
We of the Hosts have very viable 
physical facilities with which to ac- 
complish that task but that is MY 
task; yours is to prepare selves and 
gain the KNOWLEDGE necessary 
for that journey or ye shall not be 
gathered up--that appears quite sim- 
ple to me as far as directions are 
concerned. If you are reading this 
much of this printing then you are 
most capable of reading ALL pro- 
vided for your needs. 

As you move toward what you 
call “Armageddon” or “Apoca- 
lypse” you have the choice of 
learning and using TRUTH or con- 
tinuing in the bindings of the lies at 
the hands of total evil--God will al- 
low either decision to be fulfilled. 
If you wish destruction you will 
continue the feasting on the lies and 
deteriorate into destruction--or, you 
can pick up your sword of Truth 
and change the direction of the 
march. It will be left solely into 
your hands as to which YOU shall 
do. 

EASY? 

Yes, as easy as “changing your 
mind”. Evil threatens and badgers 
but you have to allow his “use” of 
you. If you desire change then you 
will rise to the quality which CRE- 
ATES that change and settles for 
nothing lesser. If you feel whipped 
and incapable then I suggest you 
will continue to be whipped, tor- 
tured, and brought into slavery in 
such manner that physical en- 
durance will be no more than horror 

of manifested misery. 
You have been presented the 

most heinous lies of all--and THAT 
consists of the lies of your progres- 
sion and what and how you experi- 
ence your Godness and infinite 
journey of soul. Mark my words, 
little sleepy-children, there WILL 
BE NO RAPTURE TO CLOUDS 
OF FLUFFY RECLAMATION 
FROM ALL DASTARDLY DO- 
INGS--GOD DOES NOT GO 
PREPARE FOR PHYSICAL BE- 
INGS IN SECURITY AND THEN 
PLUCK YOU UPON FLUFFY, 
AND PROBABLY RADIOAC- 
TIVE, CLOUDS. HOW DO YOU 
INTEND TO KEEP FROM 
FALLING THROUGH THOSE 
CLOUDS? HOW DO YOU IN- 
TEND TO GET OFF THOSE 
CLOUDS AND TO WHERE? 

You are told to simply believe 
on the blood of a murdered man of 
some 2000 years past and all is 
hunky-dory! No, YOU MUR- 
DERED HIM. He came forth to 
tell you TRUTH and about your in- 
finity of existence and’ you have fed 
upon lies for generations until the 
Truth has been all but wiped from 
your history books. When new 
books are found, they are turned 
over to the “experts” and still de- 
nied unto your eyes and ears until 
such time as they are CHANGED 
to read exactly according to the lies. 

How many will find Truth and 
the “way”? Enough. These JOUR- 
NALS and papers are destroyed, 
burned, used for threats and kept 
from you at every possible turn--but 
enough make it through to serve the 
needs of God. 

Well, you might inquire as to 
what happens if the planet turns into 
total evil (which is very, very 
nearly perfected)? Simple--God’s 
people will be picked up into safety 
(raptured, if you like) but only 
those who bring only the intent of 
living in balance among balanced 
civilizations and within the laws of 
God and The Creation. The rest 
will be left to their experience for 
as long as there is place to experi- 
ence. 

You might add that evil is con- 
jured of man and does not really 
exist. Wrong--the Devil or 
“Satanic” monsters are conjured by 

Please see YEAR, next page 



God will never abandon His 
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There will be a time of sorting 
and God has many mansions and 
placements for the ones who at- 
tempt to journey in even semi-truth. 
But those who continue to deliber- 
ately refuse to experience Truth and 
deny it continually while resting on 
the potential “maybe” of the physi- 
cal plane, you will perish for you 
will be in denying your resources as 
sent and await that which will never 
come. You have been told the way 
into wholeness and you will be left 
to your own wonderings and wan- 
derings in searching if you continue 
to refuse to see with the gifted eyes 
and stuff plugs into your ears in 
preference for that which you 
WANT TO SEE AND HEAR. If 
an atomic bomb has been exploded 
over your head and all you see is 
fragmented frozen bits of atmo- 
sphere in a mighty whirlwind--does 
the bomb become a snow-blizzard? 
No, it is a nuclear bomb and it will 
bum you to death, quite probably 
damaging your soul energy essence 
in the bargain--for there are only a 
couple of ways to destroy 
“infinitely”, the soul--nuclear dev- 
astation is one of them. 

Jt, .,is not phj&ally weird or 
mystical; it is indeed according to 
the very laws of physics. Frequen- 
cies are set into motion which dis- 
perses the energy form and contin- 
ues that frequency for incredible pe- 

YEAR, cont. from previous page 

man--EVIL IS the experience of 
that energy which is NOT OF 
GOD. 

So, then comes the argument 
that “What difference does it make 
then? I just want to continue in my 
physical place as long as possible 
and THEN I will decide.” No, you 
will not “continue as is”. When 
God cleans HIS house His people 
will be brought into security and as 
the final curtain is at hand HE 
WILL WITHDRAW FROM THE 
PLACE AS YOU RECOGNIZE IT 
TO BE. You have wondered and 
pondered upon “Hell”--you will 
have it without benefit of God’s 
presence in any form within the 
MANKIND left--you will find 
yourselves in a place devoid of God 
and of Light. When God withdraws 
His gifts of Creation--there will 
only be the infinite presence of 
EVIL. 

riods of “perceived time” so that the 
coalescing of the energy “DNA 
form” cannot be reattached easily. 
This is basically a method of 
“uncreating” soul essence. It is so- 
phisticated in scope and a great 
mystery as to actions--but it is nei- 
ther magic nor mystical in present- 
ment. 

I HEAR YOUR 
TAUN’TINGS 

You listen to your “speakers” 
and self-professed preachers and 
tellers of fortunes and I hear your 
tauntings of “prove it to ME”. I 
have absolutely NOTHING TO 
PROVE TO YOU OR ANYONE 

people Page 3’ 
ELSE. You may believe anything 
you so choose and in training your 
children you will bear the burden of 
their loss, also, for they are placed 
into your care and you have 
shunned your responsibilities. You 
have children who will kill for 

Please see GOD, next page 

Dear Friends: 

1 starred out 1992 with the same concern you have for our country. The committment here is to Hatonn, 
while we often forget to mention his crew who has the challenge of keeping their ships going ( as well 
;\s the ground crew who diligently gets out your copy of the Liberator), we realize that each job is just 
as important as the next and this thinking truly flows on down the line to you. 

Can we change what is going on? What can you do to help facilitate the change? Most people are asleep! ! 
Can we throw water on them to get them to see or wake up? The challenge to wake them up is what 
we are about at America West. 

We need your assistance!! 
/ 

Your subscription for multiple copiesgets theLiberator into the hands of your neighbors. Your donation 
gets the Lilwtutw into the hands of others. 

At our expense, we send out many thousands each week to those that call, ask for, or write, and also to 
the people who have no jobs and who cannot afford the Liberator any longer but know it is their only 
LIFELINE to TRUTH. Thisis a constant battle, to make sure there are enough funds to continue to PASS 
THE WORD (the cup) 6 others. We ask for your continued help in this job. Your subscription, your 
gift subscription, and frankly your donations keep everything expanding, WHILE WE CAN!!! 

Lets get into 1992 with the job of working with others, assisting when and where we can. We, here at 
America West wish that this year will allow theunfolding to comeand Go&people will be spared much 
of the hardship that is befalling others. 

May God continue to be with you, and the sorting continue to separate the darkness from the light so that 

we can reclaim the United States Republic “under God” and we can rebuild for the world to see. 

Thank you, 

“The Truth Will Set You Free” 
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GOD, cont. from previous page AND NOT LEFT VACANT BY 
YOUR ABSENCE. THAT 

“colors” without any thought to PLACE IS LEFT OPEN FOR 
consequence or desire for life in any EONS OF EXPRESSION AND 
form at all--you have done it in the EXPERIENCE BUT ULTI- 
generations before and some of MATELY THE “GREAT” CY- 
these very souls are gifted with the CLEs WILL CLOSE AND HE 
opportunity to again experience in WHO IS OUTSIDE GOD IN 
the physical format so that you THAT CLOSING WILL BE 
would have another “chance” to re- FOREVER AND EVER OUT- 
claim soul and the majority have SIDE GOD. 
failed, again, that miceless chance 
of self-salvation off-the Hell of neg- 
ative experience. You have failed 
them and you have abundantly 
failed self. 

Now for a big “OGPS”! You 
who continue to perpetuate and 
condone actions which are with- 
out the laws of God and against 
the laws of The Creation are as 
guilty as those who actively par- 
ticipate for within your hearts 
you are also a participant in the 
evil experience. Does this mean 
you have no compassion for those 
who do not know or choose devi- 
ation from the Laws? No, it 
means you never lose sight of the 
Truth of right and wrong FOR 
THERE WILL BE NO DEVIA- 
TIONS FROM THE BALANCED 
PRACTICES IN THE HIGHER 
REALMS OF EXPERIENCE- 

THE MAJORITY PRESENT 
ARE WITHOUT GOD? 

What you perceive and what 
you HAVE are two greatly varying 
things. You have myriads of beings 
who are basically “soul-less”, al- 
ready devoid of God because they 
are not created nor contained by 
God--they are manufactured by 
Man and are the products of pre- 
manufactured MAN devoid of 
Godness. God Creates from Light 
into Light and at the time of a 
massive closing cycle upon any 
physical plane of experience--most 
of the beings present are *NOT OF 
GOD! This is heavier testing and 
measuring (judging, if you will) of 
the men of God as to placement in 
the places of Creation. 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ARE HOW CAN YOU TRUST ME 
BOUNDED INTO THE PHYSI- * 
CAL EXPERIENCE. There are SWAGGART? 
myriads of in-between places for That is strictly up to you but if 
learning if your desire is on the you can look at the performance of 
path to that knowledge of perfee- a MAN against the laws you know 
tion-if the intent is to none of the within and find him wanting--I sug- 
Truths of God then you shall be gest something is amiss beyond 
left to your experience in your so- simple “forgiveness” of the erring 
called Hell and endless searching one. Forgivenas is for you to ex- 
in a place without peace or under- perience-not thrust upon another to 
standing. allow his misbehavior. 

The physical experience is pr+ Why should you believe me? I 
vided for the learning in reason can only offer that you will find no 
and logic which matures a soul. lies in that which I send forth--note 
In the etheric expression there is I said “send” forth. The returning 
no opportunity to practice those “Master” God is NOT IN PHYSI- 
Truths in manifest form and that CAL FORM ON YOUR PLACE 
represents a place which might and neither am I of the Hosts. By 
well be called limbo-without the way--you will not be able to tell 
comprehension. the difference in case you suggest 

Now for the punch-line. Be- that you only believe Aton (God) 
fore the journey of each soul and not Hatonn! My wings are 
fragment is finished, no matter id&i& 
how long you might perceive the We have prepared a place for 
journey, YOU WILL COME each and every one of YOU accord- 
BACK INTO ONENESS WITH ing to the promise--whether you ac- 
GOD 0~ you WILL LIVE IN cept the inV&iOn is your business 
M)== SEPARATION So and, although we will miss your 
THAT THAT WHICH WOULD beloved presence, we shall not be 
BE yam PLACE IN TI.IE offended by your childishness. But 
TAPESTRY OF ALL IS FILLED our “forgiveness” of your actions 

will not ease your journey-only our We shall speak utl these matters 
own! Ponder it. more frequently in the coming 

lessons for it is abundantly net- 
WE USE A HUMAN SCRIBE! essary; however, most are offended 

that we take time from “the news” 
Are YOU not human? What to write of mere soul and eternal 

have ye in greater knowledge that life than what is going on at Ed- 
allows you to hear and see in mas- wards Air Force Base. It is simply 
sive measure that which is NOT the way of an awakening world and 
human? Is it so unlikely that a Cre- the frantic search for confirmation 
ator who has ALL KNOWLEDGE of Truth against the hidden lies kept 
AND ALL POWER would not cre- from you. 
ate that which is necessary to pre- 
sent the WORD unto you who ARE BUT WHAT ABOUT MY 
HUMAN? Does it, further, seem THINGS? 
more likely that HE would utilize 
Jimmy Swaggart’s or George What about your “things”? The 
Bush’s “secretary” to print the enemy in your presence plans that 
words for your consumption ? They you not have any “things”. He 
have already given you piles upon doesn’t, however, care if you have 
piles, eons upon eons of lies--WHY some “things” if you don’t give him 
WOULD GOD GIVE YOU trouble. Yours is not to go to 
TRUTH THROUGH THE PATHS “war” for “war”, killing and, etc., 
WHICH ARE ALREADY is NOT of God. You, if you are in 
SOLELY OF THE "LIE"? This service unto God and God’s com- 
very approach and denial is exactly munity, will act accordingly. As 
that which the adversary depends long as the masses stay asleep there 
upon as your response! My people is no bother from the TRUTH and 
brought forth for this purpose are he will even help you with your 
given unto their task and mission projects because he needs to “look 
according to their “job”. It is their good” all the while he is killing 
business to fulfill their job and what you. You see, an amazing thing 
you do with the information is, happens to physically inspired 
again, your business to take or power-brokers. It never occurs to 
leave. them that they will be stopped. Oh, 

I can promise you, however, they know that “in the end” God 
that you who find the word of Truth wins--but to them who have written 
and then simply “choose” to deny it the play for you to follow--they 
and/or teach against the physical perceive that “god” to be “theirs”. 
presenters--err greatly for THERE God of Light and Creation has 
IS NO REMOVAL OF TRUTH already “won”; you are serving out 
AND KNOWLEDGE ONCE PRE- a mission of telling Truth for the 
SENTED. IN OTHER WORDS, generations which might come to be 
ONCE YOU “KNOW” YOU in the experiences to come. Yours 
CANNOT AGAIN “UNKNOW” is to prepare a way “through”, a 
NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO remnant, to remind of the Law and 
TO ERASE THE FACT OF IT. move on into the Radiance of won- 
Often in the effort to bury Truth the drous and magnificent creations be- 
one with the shovel compounds his yond this measure of tiny experi- 
own errors into the very loss of his ence. 
own “salvation” and is buried by his I remind you of something you 
own misfortune. must seriously attend in attention. 

You are either “with God” or It will not be the “enemy” of Satan 
“against God”--there is no wishy- you need fear, chelas--it is your 
washy in-between. If you have for- neighbors and so-called Christians 
gotten who IS God then I suggest who claim to be friends and chil- 
you be careful who and how you dren of Light. They are the evil 
pull another into your ignorance for counterfeits who will hurt you and 
you do stand responsible for that steal and slay--not your “adversary” 
which you deliberately act out as such. It will be up to you as to 
against another if the other be truly whether or not you can hold to 
ignorant. Usually, the other only Truth or fall into the pits with the 
pretends to be ignorant in hopes the vipers. You sit in the hollow of 
“blame” will fall upon another God’s hands so if you jump into the 
rather than self--THAT DOESN'T fire it is of your own doing. 
SELL TO GOD, EITHER! Please see GOD, next page 
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Massive underground 
l/1/92 #l ‘HATOW shall be given into the perceptions 
Hatonn present in the Holy Ser- 

vice of God in and of Light. Let us 
collect our fragments and still the 
currents of confusion. You will 
please keep ever present in your 
minds the impacts of these new year 
moments. This is to be a year of 
most unexpected changes which will 
boggle the minds if you allow it. 
The adversary plans great changes 
to come about in these months at 
hand. 

It is time to write of things 
which will be compared by every 
“crazy nut” to that which is already 
being filtered down into your 
consciousness by the misinforma- 
tion and disinformation bearers. 
You are now such a controlled soci- 
ety of people that the differences 

of insanity from time to time. I 
must write in TRUTH so that as 
things unfold in the confusion of the 
Planners’ timing you will not be 
either surprised nor impacted by the 
blatant size of the lies. Always re- 
alize that somewhere in the middle 
of the extremes of projections will 
be found the truth of the tales which 
are now going to be loosed upon 
you. We will speak in specifics in 
some instances but I will use gen- 
eralities in explanation to cover 
much up-front which will later be 
spoken of more leisurely. 

What I have to tell you is al- 
ready breaking forth from the more 
“wild” of the UFO community of 
deceivers but, you see, the only 
thing wrong with their conclusions 

government Qmlities 
beings instead of manufactured 
earth-bound beings. This is THE 
MOST IMPORTANT facet in the 
wrong conclusions but, nonetheless, 
it is time to speak of these 
“incredible” circumstances before 
the news hits the headlines. 

The point of actions from here 
on in will be to panic and paralyze 
you citizens with the sheer magni- 
tude of the technology present upon 
your place. The adversary has been 
working toward his goal of world 
domination by year 2000 for thou- 
sands upon thousands of years and 
you are now within the final decade 
of the entrapment so you are going 
to be shocked and terrified by that 
which will come into your knowl- 
edge. 

I have gained a reputation of 
will elude the multitudes and you lies in the assumptions of “alien” doom and gloom--fear mongering 

I have written and re-written re- 
garding measures you might pursue. 
I cannot do it for you and if you are 
now starting without job or place of 
housing--it becomes ever constantly 
more difficult to do anything at all. 

My people have a job at hand to 
do and prepare. They may not set 
aside their job to attend your needs 
so do not expect such, Oh, I hear 
you, “I don’t expect that”--but you 
do for you then say, “but God will 
tend me as the birds of the fields 
and dress me as the lily”--so--why 
come to these people? God gives 
unto each His measure and it con- 
tains ALL. We have three pending 
law-suits against us from ones who 
said the same as you--only to ex- 
plore, exploit and then blame my 
people and myself for their lack of 
increase and wisdom. 

I can give you ways to buffer 
your losses and hold to some assets- 
-perhaps even prosper. If you 
choose not to use them, so be it for 
I care not what you do with your 
“things”. I have no need of your 
“things” but your brethren, and 
you, certainly do! Further, if you 
remain “chained” to your “things”, 
there is no way in the physical 
world that you can lift off that 
physical compression. The physical 
“wealth” is for use in the physical 
expression where it has value for 
the body cannot either eat or feed 
the mind with those “things”. It is 
the use of wealth that gives it value 
for there is no value in a pile of 
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gold which “sits” in the pockets as 
the chains of bondage. The day 
will come--and I promise you with- 
out equivocation--there will come 
the day, if you hold assets, that you 
wish to your dying moment that you 
had shared them in the building of 
survival shelters and food storage. 
It is now at hand and you who hold 
to the dream of profit and fantasy-- 
are at the threshold of seeing the 
bubble pricked and your foolishness 
poured forth upon your unwary 
heads. 

Dharma, we have written long 
this morning and I am about to 
move into this subject more deeply 
regarding reminders of actions. I 
ask that, since we have a meeting 
we close this segment and we will 
take up more physical matters in the 
next sequence. 

I ask that you bear with me, 
scribe, for it has been a most hor- 
rendous period of time for you and 
for my workers in the planning and 
interruptions of plans as we must 
adjust to course. Nothing is 
changed--only approach in intelli- 
gent wisdom. 

Some of the avenues open prior 
to this are hardening up with new 
rules and regulations but we can 
look at them closely and still find 
openings for utilization of some 
measure of safety and projected 
possibilities. 

Note your “markets” and note 
that not only areis there volatile 
gains and ‘. .~XZS but the remarkable 

stupidity of the clues in their open- 
ness. Note that on the yesterday 
with the magnificent “gains”, the 
top “gainers” are the defunct indus- 
trials such as General Motors, etc. 
This is your proof of the shoring up 
through total falsehood and know 
that the sword is ready to fall on 
“Call”. Remember the markets are 
planned to reach at least 3500 points 
and gold to go well over a $1,000 
per ounce or more. Their system is 
not ready nor convenient for total 
collapse and, if they can pull off 
that total collapse without you real- 
izing it, all the better for their pur- 
poses. YOU ARE IN ll!lE TRQP, 
WHETHER YOU LIVE OR DIE 
NOW DEPENDS ON YOUR RE- 
SPONSE TO THE TRAP. YOU 
CAN EXTRICATE SELF OR 
FLAIL YOURSELF TO DEATH 
WITHIN--IT IS UP TO YOU. 
SALU. 

Dharma, please tell George that 
it is time and I shall be pleased to 
sit with him on the radio interview 
this coming Sunday evening. It is 
time to put the stupid UFO mystics 
into their evil place of misinforma- 
tion. I am not come for hype nor 
excitement--I am simply come as 
your “way home”. So be it. 

You still wish to continue to 
think of this as “just another portion 
of the game”, and “I’ll reap reward 
without insecurity.” Not in MY 
property! If you play through and 
by the rules of evil then so shall you 
be left to those resources. 0 

and even being Satanic. No, none 
of those things but what I will out- 
lay to you “ordinary” unknowing 
people will be mind-boggling and 
beyond science fiction of any kind 
shown to you prior to now. 

ULTIMATE PUNCH-LINE 

The ultimate punch-line to the 
adversary’s plan is to align the 
masses into unity through assump 
tion of an outer-space alien threat to 
the planet. No, I repeat--you have 
no enemies in space--they are all 
land-locked and the plan so well 
laid and orchestrated that the pre- 
sentations unto you will cause you 
to believe that which they will tell 
you. I must tell you the truth prior 
to the “pranks” because only in that 
advance warning will you be pre- 
pared. ALWAYS as things unfold-- 
look unto the PHYSICAL AS- 
PECT. GOD is a SPIRITUAL in- 
fluence and condition and thus, that 
which is manufactured and manifest 
in the physical and breaks ANY 
BIT OF EVEN ONE LAW OF 
GOD IF PRESENTED FROM 
THE COSMOS, IS NOT OF GOD 
BUT SERVES THE ADVER- 
SARY--and you are in for some real 
doozies right away now. 

You will continually harken 
back to the writing of yesterday as 
we write during these coming days 
because you MUST know of the 
separation and sorting and if you 
are still playing games with God, I 
suggest it is now time to stop it. 
GOD is not a groveling wimp who 
will allow you to go into infinity 
with such stupid ideas and actions 
as you have been told. HE WILL 
ALLOW NO EVIL ACTIONS OR 
INTENT WITHIN HIS HOLY 
PLACES! That means that it will 
be only through honorable service 
and intent that you will make that 
journey WITH God. You may get 
interim placement but you had best 
look most carefully at intent be- 
cause the days shorten into a very 
precious few. Each day will be a 
gift of gifts. 

The intent was to pull off a 
planetary testing of the massive 
Woodpecker/Wormwood pulse sys- 
tem now fully connected. If those 
tests go wrong you will have an ig- 
nited radioactive belt about the 
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planet. The assumption is that at 
worst it will keep the Hosts from 
entering your space. It will NOT 
do so. However, your Elite con- 
trollers now have finished and 
interconnected underground survival 
centers worldwide and connected by 
channels with such advanced tech- 
nology that hundreds of years can 
be spent comfortably in shelter 
while the surface recovers--if neces- 
sary. This will be utilized above or 
below sea level. It is only you-the- 
people that have no shelters and will 
not survive. You still have time for 
action because a few things are not 
complete and final function of the 
“system” will be more perfected if 
the “Plan” is more fully complete 
than on this day. However, as of 
day one of January, 1992 the sys- 
tem is linked and the Elite ARE IN 
CONTROL. That does not mean 
America, chelas. 

What you DO have this day is a 
breakdown, however, of the Soviet 
break-aways and the Zionist ele- 
ments. The break-away nations and 
the fundamental elements of the 
Russian coalition will not tolerate 
either Yeltsin or the Zionists, even 
if a full-scale nuclear war must be 
had immediately. When Shevard- 
nadze says you should be worried 
mightily about those nuclear 
weapons in the “wrong” hands--he 
speaks much too softly--they are 
poised and ready to fire. But that is 
not the subject of this evening’s 
writing. 

REPTILIANS AND LITTLE 
GRAYS 

It is time I confirm and explain 
the presence of massive under- 
ground systems throughout your 
globe--which are very “human” ori- 
ented and occupied. 

I am going to name some names 
and places (locations) so that you 
cap cheek them out as to au- 
thenticity and then you will find it 
easier to accept truth as it is un- 
folded to you. 

You will be told that these 
installatidns are headed and run as a 
hostage situation--by aliens. Rep- 
tilians and Little Grays. BS! Are 
there Reptilians and Little Grays 
present? Indeed! There are mas- 
sive numbers of them--all cloned, 
replicated and terrifying. You will 
further be told that they hold your 
government hostage. More and 
deeper heaps of lies--they are pro- 
duced by the good-will dedication 
and greedy money grubbing gov- 
ernments at the control of the Elite 
Committee of 300 who ooerate out 

We will start in the local area of 
Southern California in the Edwards 
Air Force Base area extending in a 
large triangular shape which in- 
cludes all the way to Pasadena, 
Long Beach, Palmdale, Lancaster, 
Tehachapi, Mojave, Edwards and 
China Lake--just for starters. 

We have spoken often already 
about the areas of “51”, “72”, 
Duke, etc., in Nevada, New Mex- 
ico and Arizona so we will leave it 
to suffice that duplication is present 
in those places as well. Ones who 
have had the “privilege” of tourist 
rides into Yucca Mountain to check 

of Switzerland and headed by the 
Royal Crown of England. These 
are the Satanic British Zionists 
originally known as the Serpent 
People. This is exactly why the 
Reptilians will be presented to you 
as the ones in control. The Serpent 
is the symbol of Satan and these 
ones have never even bothered to 
lie to you about their label. 

Sit quietly for a minute and con- 
sider numbers with me, for as these 
underground facilities are coming to 
finished status there are a lot of 
suddenly available unemployed. 
You are showing increased numbers 
of unemployed NEW sign-ups of 
half a million a week. You are 
talking now of millions out of 
work--from where? Yes, from all 
over, but WHY? 

How many people, say, in the 
area of Lancaster/Palmdale, Cali- 
fornia, might you personally know 
who work in the aerospace industry 
wherein groups work on items 
which are isolated and secret with 
penalty of death as reward for tat- 
tling? Almost all is done on “need 
to know” basis and ones are going 
to realize they have been working 
on projects which were so un- 
worldly as to shock Spielberg. 
Worse than what appears on the 
surface, they are subjected to 
mandatory testings, physicals, etc., 
where they are totally programmed 
“to forget” what they have seen and 
heard. 

out the tunnels for planned nuclear 
waste sites will not be as shocked as 
the rest of you unsuspecting ones. 
At Yucca Mountain alone there are 
over 35 major tunnels which totally 
catacomb the mountain at all levels 
as deep as several miles. There is 
only one tunnel open for public 
eyes and it is impressive enough to 
stun the eyes and minds of hardened 
engineers. 

In the Palmdale area beneath a 
“hanger” type building, which actu- 
ally is movable on tracks, is a mul- 
tilayer technology center over eight 
levels in depth and the size of a 
massive city. The workers are 
mostly manufactured robotoids and 
synthetics made for labor with com- 
puter intelligence. Human partici- 
pants are of the “Ultras top-secret 
clearance” personnel. 

At Edwards launch area in a 
bluff (butte) called Haystack, there 
is an even larger installation under- 
ground with incredible beam pulse 
systems, aircraft launchers, stealth 
equipment in coalition with the So- 
viet Cosmosphere program with to- 
tal capability of destroying the 
planet in some 15 minutes. 

Locked into that installation is a 
massive underground facility near 
Tehachapi called The Anthill 
(Northrup). There are open silos 
wherein light laser systems are 
tested and cosmos-drones sent out 
like marching armies to probe elec- 
tronically. They are like little bas- 
ketballs of light running usually to 
blue and sometimes golden/orange. 

These particular installations are 
carved out with digging equipment 
which melts the mind as to possi- 
bilities as nothing stops them--not 
rock nor metal. They are drills 
tipped with diamond bits and carve 
a 40 ft. tunnel in mere hours. In- 
terconnecting these installations are 
high-speed transit rails with “trains” 
which “fly” on an electromagnetic 
system off the ground at incredible 
speed. There has been a lot of 
“blasting”, also, but covered by the 
stories of aircraft moving through 
the sound barrier and after a while 
it simply became that no-one paid 
any attention. 

@EINeVED 

I don’t even like to speak much 
of the Reptilians because they are 
dramatically for fear effect. Some 
are simply beings with leathered 
type of covering for protection pur- 

poses and are no more than humans 
in costume. The Little Grays fit 
into a different type of category and 
if not selectively handled get com- 
pletely out of control. These are 
both comprised of manufactured 
(soul-less) beings without compas- 
sion or feelings of any type. They 
are very “strong” physically and the 
“Grays” can literally infiltrate into 
the substance around them, i.e., 
they can “float” or disperse through 
a wall or door, etc. 

There is a third type of repli- 
cated being made in the form of that 
which is presented to you on televi- 
sion as an “Orange”. These are 
computer-bright but basically clone 
laborers. These are very human in 
appearance but too synthetic to fit 
in with your citizenry. 

I am going to remind you-- 
THESE ARE NOT SPACE 

- ALIENS ALTHOUGH PAT- 
TERNED FROM ORIGINAL 
ALIEN ENTRIES OF EONS 
PAST. 

I hope you are beginning to get 
the picture, chelas. These are the 
adversaries OF GOD and of we, the 
Hosts. They neither have the tech- 
nology to traverse the cosmos nor 
are they even allowed into the space 
beyond the Earth orbiting system at 
best. 

These ones are led and con- 
trolled by the entities who would 
Rule the Earth and they are the re- 
flection of hybrid, emotionless be- 
ings who serve the World Order 
“Elite”. They are basically Satanic 
tools and act on direct orders of the 
controllers. 

WAR OF THE “GODS” 

We don’t speak of “Gods” as 
such, but the idea fits. It is the 
time of Sorting and separation of the 
participants (players) on the 
physical orb called Shan (Earth). It 
is the time of retrieval of God’s 
children who are experiencing on 
the place for all sorts of varying 
reasons in soul-growth progression. 
Evil intends to rule the globe and all 
things thereon. But, he has already 
destroyed the bountiful wonders of 
the globe and it cannot continue as 
is. Therefore, the plan is to take 
control through whatever means 
available--preferably leaving a 
remnant of Godly slave laborers and 
annihilation of other souled beings. 

Please see ACTIVITY, next page 
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This will be accomplished in two 
ways. 

1. He will simply convince the 
souled being that God is not who 
and what He claims to be. Those 
unthinking masses will simply be 
led down the “primrose” paths 
through the mire of lies and dis- 
beliefs of truth. These, for the 
most part, will be called Christians 
(by any other label). These ones 
will be side-tracked into a belief 
system which revolves around the 
human physical being of, say, a Je- 
sus Christ or Buddha, as adequate 
examples. They will set their intent 
upon denying and “proving” the 
non-presence of God, Hosts, 
Goodly Aliens, etc.--anything of the 
Spiritual realms of Light. Their 
whole intent will claim infinite ex- 
perience but will be entrapped in 
total physical and material matter. 

2. He will simply enslave 
physically those who stand against 
him and as ones are no longer use- 
ful, they will be slain and/or used 
for testing, etc. Disease will wipe 
out multitudes and then wars will 
annihilate millions, famine and ex- 
posure will get more and in the in- 
terim, all dissenters will be interned 
in compounds if they are thought to 
be dangerous to “the cause”. 

Ones who go about their busi- 
ness without great confrontation 
will be basically left alone if they 
are in areas wherein they are no 
bother. 

m WILL NOT 
INTERFERE 

There is full understanding be- 
tween the higher “commands”. Our 
people are not to be harmed. This 
does not mean that ALL know this 
even though ones who attempt bod- 
ily harm are usually taken out 
a.s.a.p. by their own group. The 
adversary will not risk encounter 
with my Command. God’s people 
are “off limits”. I suggest you be 
making very, very sure as to 
whether or not you are one of 
God’s people. Don’t ask ME! If 
you don’t know then you better get 
awfully worried. 

Does this mean that God’s peo- 
ple will not be caught in anything 
nasty or negative? No, many of 
you will perish and no place, as 
such, is safer than any other. I can 
assure you that you will have colds 

and flu, get cold and get hot, hun- 
gry and tired just like everyone and 
anyone else. You WILL be allowed 
to fulfill your mission whatever it 
might entail and you WILL BE RE- 
CLAIMED AND BROUGHT 
INTO SAFETY AT THE APPRO- 
PRIATE TIME. 

There is time left for action in 
almost unlimited manner if you uti- 
lize that time well. Things are not 
in order to the point of desirability 
on the part of the Planners so you 
will simply work within that 
circumstance in which you find self. 
There are still some methods of as- 
sisting selves with security in ability 
to barter, etc., if you use intelli- 
gence. Violence will simply get all 
of our workers killed and it will not 
be tolerated--if I have to tell you 
that point then you are going to 
harm more than serve good. You 
will be sly as the serpent and gentle 
as the dove--dead martyrs serve no 
one. Your job is not to fight the 
war--yours is to bring Truth, put it 
to press, assist wherein you can by 
example without force or undue 
nagging for each will have to know 
for self. We must have a 
“remnant” and that means that you 
of my command will not act in 
foolishness or you will be put to the 
side lest you endanger the entire 
lift-off program. You will be given 
to know your task when appropriate 
and he who acts in greed will b put 
to last. Know that we can beam 
you up into safety from Mars if 
need be. I can get you aboard the 
Phoenix, for instance, which is far 
outside your orbiting place. 

OTHER PLACES IN THE U.S. 

There are massive bases in 
Canada but some of the more im- 
portant strategic centers are, of 
course, around (under) Atlanta and 
Arkansas. In some of those areas 
there were already an underground 
“alien” race and massive tunneling 
complex. There are also ancient 
tunnels under Tehachapi, for in- 
stance. The military has now tun- 
neled right to the side of the crystal 
in Tehachapi and we have now 
blocked their entry into that portion 
of their system. Only a tiny portion 
of the crystal in point is allowed the 
use of Earthians. 

“Is it over”? 
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No indeed. I am simply telling 
you that you must be ready for that 
next assault on your beings as we 
have described it in the past. Re- 
member, I told you that before you 
are through, the enemy will blame 
all things on aliens to prevent any 
of you being reclaimed by God-- 
THE BATTLE IS FOR YOUR 
SOUL&-ONE DIRECTION 
GIVES TOTAL FREEDOM AND 
THE OTHER ENSLAVEMENT 
AND YOU MUST DECIDE 
WHICH YOU WILL EXPERI- 
ENCE. How many will see 
through the facade of the physical 
illusion and into the co-creatorship 
which produced that illusion? 
When you understand God then you 
will also understand that it only re- 
quires YOUR decision. It is up to 
YOU to choose the gold or the 
gold-covered lead! Both appear the 
same and often the lead covered in 
gold appears the more shiny and de- 
sirable to the fleshly experience. 
The lead actually has more value in 

Poisoned waters 
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Other bad news includes a slow 
and deliberate addition of herbicides 
into the water systems of your 
cities. Most is by accidental seep- 
age from growing fields at very low 
levels of toxicity but-now covering 
massive areas. As water supplies 
dwindle in the areas stricken by 
drought there will be more and 
more actual toxic response to that 
pollution. There will also be virus 
infection via water systems whereby 
whole villages and sections of cities 
will become ill within hours--si- 
multaneously. 

The cover-up is massive and 
“leakers” or “speakers” are dealt 
with ~instantly .by either absolute 
negation of “law” or injection or by 
death--mostly the latter depending 
on the importance of the “squealer”. 
You have ones in the local group 
who are targets who managed to 
survive all three types of assault. I 
will tell you now, it is very difficult 
to kill one of my people. Usually 
the journey to this side is vaguely 
remembered and almost always the 
trip itself is recalled and known at 
the time and again remembered at 
some time later. 

the higher experiences. 
A guide to “clues” is also avail- 

able to you who will mentally take 
a look. The protocols and in- 
structions are in place. Bridges, 
passes and area dams are now 
bombed (mined) and tracking sta- 
tions already in place--to keep ones 
in the area wherein you ARE when 
the curtain falls. This means a 
shut-down of all international 
travel, and interstate travel as well, 
as time passes. The point is to ac- 
tually lock you into a small area of 
location and one in which you can 
be easily controlled and accounted 
for. Note the closure of one airline 
after another and note how many of 
those airline planes are at Mojave! 
As surface travel is shut down those 
parts will be utilized for other types 
of vehicles and weapons. 

The plan, of course, is to allow 
things to appear natural in their oc- 
currence--i.e., the markets will fall 
and you will be in a depression but 
always with the prattling that “it is 
getting better”-- “just a fluctuation”. 
You will be like the Russians--into 
disaster without realizing it hap- 
pened to you. In your confusion 
you will get deeper and deeper into 
the pit until the trap is closed. 
Then the government will simply 
pull out all resources (welfare) and 
it will appear most spontaneous be- 
cause, after all, a government 
without money cannot maintain 
anything. The ignorant will remain 
ignorant and in denial until it is 
over and some will never know 
differently, much less admit that 
what we gave forth was right and 
correct. 

Will you go down without 
revolution? Probably not, but the 
bigger gun usually wins, especially 
if he has trained himself to be more 
clever. You, dear ones, have been 
uneducated and many of your so- 
called educated adults can neither 
read nor write, 

BUT WHAT OF ARMAGED- 
DON? “YOU SAID - -” 

Indeed I did and you can expect 
eruption in the Middle East mo- 
mentarily because the Zionist im- 
pact is into the areas of the break- 
away Republics and the military 

Please see OVER?, next page 
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Soviet michine is efforting right 
now to squelch any anti-military 
control. The military machine is on 
the march and it will prevail. It has 
been carefully orchestrated to get 
nuclear capability into the hands of 
all the little antagonistic nations to 
specifically allow for war. Oh in- 
deed, if there remains a world of 
nations, there WILL BE AN AR- 
MAGEDDON. I remind you--the 
plans are finished, for all practical 
purposes, to totally leave the sur- 
face of the planet to destruction 
while Satan and his henchmen move 
into those worm-holes underneath to 
“ride out” the storms. 

In all of the installations are 
men, women and children synthe- 
sized and ready for reproduction at 
such time as viable life forms can 
be reintroduced. 

You of the remnant of God’s 
people are for the purpose of mak- 
ing sure all of God’s people are 
aboard and into security when de- 
parture time is at hand. 

Yes indeed, I am talking about 
the total departure and separation of 
God from the planet leaving the evil 
manufactured entities to their de- 
structive and depleting cycles. 

Some who are left and made 
poor choices on the wrong assump- 
tions will be allowed growth at sep- 
aration from the physical as soul 
separates from physical life-form 
but this will only last through a 
couple of generation cycles at most. 
However, the truth will be made 
obvious and there will be opportu- 
nity to again stand in the place of 
God. It will, however, be only 
briefly and then, finally, the planet 
will be left to cleanse and recover 
as life forms are simply cycled 
away as living conditions become 
too hostile for all life forms. 

BUT IY OU S AID “WE STILL 
COULD - -“! 

Yes I did and do! But will you? 
You don’t even have many who 
even believe what r’just wrote to 
you. “Oh,” you will say, “...that is 
just stupid but unreal science fic- 
tion.” Yes, that is what they as- 
sume you will say and how you will 
react to Truth. How comfortable 
are you this moment? How stable 
is the economy. 3 How stable are the 
jobs? How healthy is your society 
physically,, emotionally and spiritu- 

ally? HOW do you believe it can 
RECOVER? Where have all your 
industries gone? Well, brothers, 
most of them have literally gone 
underground--where they don’t 
need YOU any longer. The Plan is 
to bring the population of this 
planet down again to 500 million 
people and no more--that means 
some 6 billion people will be killed- 
-one way or another. That also 
means that a lot of God’s REAL 
children, with proper intent of 
Godness, will be watching from a 
nice safe distance in order to begin 
and establish a working system 
within Radiance. 

As I remind Dharma of the 
experience of total treasure when 
the very hand of God brought you 
out of the void of mist--so shall that 
hand lift you into eternal radiance-- 
IF YOU HOLD UNTO THAT 
LIGHT OF TRUTH FOR THE 
TIME IS AT HAND FOR THESE 
THINGS TO COME FORTH 
UPON AND UNTO MAN OF 
EARTH PLACE. 

IT MATTERS NOT WHICH 
IT BE IF YE ARE PREPARED. 
I MUST GIVE YOU BOTH EX- 
TREMES AND THE MIDDLE 
PATH-FOR UPON MAN’S 
CHOICES RESTS THE JOUR- 
NEY. IF ONLY ONE MAN 
WOULD RECOGNIZE HIS GOD 
POWER, THE ENTIRE PLAY 
CAN BE CHANGED--WILL 
YOU Do IT? AND IF IT 
COMES TO BE-DHARMA, 
WILL YOU WRITE IT? YOU 
HAVE PLAYED BY THE EVIL 
RULES AND SCRIPT FOR SO 
LONG THAT YOU HAVE 
FORGOTTEN TO INCLUDE A 
NEW PLAYWRITE!?!? WHAT 
WILL YOU, DHARMA, WRITE 
AS THE END OF THIS PLAY? 
HOW ABOUT YOU, GEORGE? 
OBERLI? LITTLE CROW? 
WHO WILL APPEND THE 
ENDING TO THIS PLAY? 
WILL YOU ALLOW GOOD- 
NESS TO PREVAIL, OR EVIL? 
THE HOUR-GLASS LAYS 
THERE UPON ITS SIDE-HOW 
WILL YOU TURN IT? WILL 
YOU TURN THE EMPTY SIDE 
TO “UP” OR THE “F’ULL”? 
GOD WAITS! EVIL WILL NOT 
STAND IN THE LIGHT AND 
TRUTH IS THE LIGHT AND 
THE LIGHT IS THE WORD 
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If I bring you Truth does that 
make me your enemy? Could it not 
perhaps indicate that I am your 
friend and brother and that I wish to 
help you? “Man” has painted your 
“visions” for you and you have 
learned to follow like sheep in the 
pastures, even to the same conclu- 
sion. If the lead sheep moves to a 
tuft of grass and eats it, is there that 
tuft of grass for those who follow 
next and next and next? Nay, and 
the land is stripped as each oncom- 
ing sheep tries to eat the same tuft 
of grass--into its very roots. 

The adversary has eaten the 
good grass and now leaves you to 
the barren ground. He has, in ad- 
dition, poisoned the bits of roots 
remaining and given you just 
enough to train you to not search 
for selves. Ah, you are out of 
work? You go for unemployment 
and when that is gone you go for 
welfare! But who pays the sums to 
foot the bill for the services? You 
are helpless and because you can no 
longer be tended--you will not sur- 
vive in most instances past the first 
throes of the disaster. You will still 
be trying to figure out what to do 
while protesting to the government 
to “fix it” for you have learned no 
better. The sun (if it shines) will 
shine upon the just and the unjust, 
the rains will fall likewise--and 
what will YOU do? Where will 
YOU go? Please do not come unto 
my people who have listened and 
prepared for theirs is a mission al- 
ready laid forth and it is NOT to 
give unto YOU so that you have 
nought to do or act to prepare for 
self. There are no tufts of grass left 
to them, either. They are fulfilling 
their task of telling you of the Truth 
of that which IS and in the ending 
they will be hidden and protected 
from you who would not hear. 

The plan is to continue to “fool” 
you to the very midst of the disaster 
so that you are rendered helpless 
and then the depopulation of the 
planet will occur. You will blame 
God when it is only from God that 
you are receiving warnings that you 
are on the final stint of your journey 
if the adversary has his way. 

Why will God not “fix” every- 
thing? Because you as a mass of 
His creations have earned no re- 
ward--you have only denied His 

Truth, His Laws and His Hosts 
come to help you. You have 
simply buried in more deeply into 
the “things” of physical matter md 
clung desperately unto those things 
of luxury unto the flesh. Most of 
you will throw out a carton of milk 
simply because the contents have 
passed the date on the carton--when 
the milk is yet sweet and whole- 
some. If this be your mental set 
then why would God only prolong 
your misery by allowing you more 
and more disillusionment? Nay, the 
warnings have poured forth and you 
had best listen to the words in the 
books you call “Holy” because the 
adversary has laid forth his plans 
for you quite succinctly. If you in- 
sist on following that which is in 
those books as if there could not 
even be error--then pity is yours-- 
not salvation. 

You who pick at your truth- 
bringers and set up meetings with 
so-called learned persons to 
“convince the truth-bringer” that he 
is ignorant while you chant that 
which is laid before you as gospel-- 
you err greatly for the child is 
smarter than the adult in point and 
it will be the adult who has earned 
his journey into that which will 
befall him. THE BOOKS HAVE 
BEENJVRITTEN INTENTIONAL- 
LY TO PULL YOU INTO THE 
TRAP AND HEAP APOCALYPSE 
UPON YOU IN YOUR REFUSAL 
TO SEE AND HEAR. YOU 
HEAP EVEN MORE “SIN” UPON 
SELF BY EFFORTING TO DIS- 
SUADE ONES FROM THEIR 
PATH WHO HAVE LISTENED 
AND FOUND TRUTH AND IN- 
STRUCTIONS. 

By your own revelations and 
projections you say that God will 
send His messengers in preparation 
for the return of His Light. But 
you recognize them not, no more 
than you are allowed to recognize 
the Truth of the returning Master. 
You have lived by the lie and unless 
ye turn again into the Truth of God 
all will be in perishment who are 
left to their journey upon the place 
for the adversary intends physical 
death to you of the masses--over six 
billion of you. At the point of the 
final curtain, We of the Hosts 
WITH GOD will have removed our 

Please see PLANS, next page 
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people and, precious ones, there 
will be no “rapture” just to get you 
off a dying planet wherein your 
very souls will have fallen to the 
foe. Therefore, as you check out 
my “facts as given” I suggest you 
consider that my “reasoning” may 
be as accurate and valid. You will 
never find death through turning 
into the goodness and safety of God 
so I ponder as to why you would 
fight Truth so hard and insistently. 
We only bring a refresher in the 
LAWS of God and Creation. The 
very fact that you struggle and 
argue in terms of physical material 
matter says that you do not have 
Truth in you! 

“Oh,” you tell me, “...but it is 
the blood of Jesus who will save us 
even unto the last breath.” No, it is 
NOT so. The blood of a man, Je- 
sus, at best, is nothing but a physi- 
cal presentation of corpuscles, white 
cells, etc., now dried and withered 
in physical passage of your per- 
ceived time. There is no time and 
no space and no blood--“CHRIST” 
IS AN EMOTIONAL “STATE OF 
BEING” IN GOODNESS WITHIN 
THE LAWS AND INFINITY OF 
GOD THE CREATOR-THE 
BLOOD OF A MAN IS NOT 
EVER THE SAME AS THE 
STATE OF CHRISTNESS. 
CHRIST IS IMMORTAL UNTO 
GOD OF LIGHT. THE PHYSI- 
CAL PERISHES AT BEST, AND 
THAT PERISHMENT IS USU- 

not, you will find yourselves mired 
in the destruction as planned-- 
against your physical survival. 
There will be no longer any physi- 
cal perfection in the years ahead of 
you for the “planners” have planned 
well so that few can survive in the 
physical form past a few brief years 
of experience. The earth will heave 
and shake and kill, the economy 
will collapse and kill, the political 
will become anarchy and kill--the 
very breath of life will kill. 

Can you change it? Indeed--but 
will you? At best, the changes 
which must be made cannot, in 
your time perspective, be made 
without total chaos and slow 
regrowth. There will be no instant 
anything any more--save death of 
the physical beings and removal of 
your physical property. You have 
bought the lie to the extent that you 
hear not the prophecies in proper 
perspective. For as God has 
created YOU, so too is evil 
presented--by and from the physical 
allowed freedom of choices and 
given into reason. Therefore as 
long as there is “physical” 
manifestation--will be found evil 
presence. However, as with planets 
who come into their own radiance-- 
the old is left while the radiance of 
beauty and Light replaces the sick 
and dying. On those places left to 
their plight (in the pits wherein evil 
(Satan) is binded) that evil shall also 
eventually perish and thusly at some 
new time in evolving creation the 
old shall be renewed--but you will 

ALLY WITHIN THE GRIPS OF not physically be aboard, in all 
THE PHYSICAL SEARCH likelihood--for you will have, at this 
WHICH IS NEVER FOUND IN passage of expression, made your 
THAT DIMENSION OF EX- choice to dwell without your 
PRESSION < Creator God. In the ending you 

So be it, for mine is not to nag who have denied God of Creation, 
and tag at you. To ones still will be denied by that God for ,He 
searching instructions and who will no longer know thee. Force is 
come to finally “find” and listen, I not of God and he will leave thee to 
shall relay (repeat) a few possible your own choices--ALWAYS! 
actions for preparation and allow 
you to see at what point you have ‘I’ Y -E TQ 
arrived. Do you have to do any- TRY IT GOD’S WAY - - 
thing? No--but this is for the 
“physical position” and if you heed Always God offers insight unto 

the very last moment and for that 
reason I will again speak of things 

OVER?, cont. from previous page 

AND THE WORD IS GOD! SO 
BEIT. 

I SHALL LEAVE YOU TO 
YOUR THOUGHTS AS I OFFER 
THEGIFI’OFINFINI’I’ELIFE 
AND LIMITLIZSS POWER TO 
CHOOSE. ADONAI! 0 

within this m&al &ansition into 
control by the adversary. We must 
offer God’s servants the knowledge 
of survival for the transition and for 
the physical passage to allow our 
mission fulfillment. God will leave 
NONE of HIS people--but you must 
be very sure you believe on the cor- 
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rect premise--for God WILL THROUGH SEEKING AND TO- 
LEAVE all who deny the TRUTH TAL REASON--BE KIND AND 
OF HIS PRESEtiE--AND IN FORGIVING UNTO THOSE 
THIS ERROR MOST SO-CALLED WHO EFFORT TO PULL YOU 
AND SELF-STYLED CHILDREN DOWN INTO THE PITS. WITH 
OF GOD WILL BE IN THE THEM--BUT RELEASE THEM IN 
LEAVING TO THE PHYSICAL LOVE AND PRAYER THAT 
DEMISE WITHOUT THE PRES- THEY MIGHT FIND TRUTH 
ENCE OF GOD WHILE THE FROM THE PILES OF LIE%. SO 
ADVERSARY LAUGHS AT YOU BE IT. 

SAYS “AH HA!-- 
GOTCHA! ” 

IF YOUR BELIEF ON GOD IS 
ATTACHED IN ANY MANNER 
TO A PHYSICAL SCENARIO OR 
PHYSICAL “SIGN” IN LIMITA- 
TION. FOR YOUR SALVATION- 
YOU ERR AND WILL. BE LEFT 
TO YOUR OWN GOD OF DARK- 
NESS WHO HAS MISLED YOU. 
NEITHER WILL IT HELP YOU 
TO SHOUT THAT YOU HAVE 
READ THE BOOKS OF THE 
GREAT WRITERS AND HIS- 
TORIANS-FOR THEY ARE 

! WRONG 
Precious Jen and Cort, I ask that 

you send this message unto your 
beloved parents for they have erred 
greatly and, in their blindness, they 
have refused to see and hear. You 
must allow them their journey, 
children, for if a Man cannot see 
that physical expression and soul 
journey are not the same, then he is 
blinded beyond recovery if he will 
not have his eyes checked for error. 
You are living in the time of the 
ending cycles of the sorting of 
wheat from chaff--ye are wheat and 
the chaff must be released unto the 
winds to search further for fertile 
soil and God direction. I care not 
whether or not ones deny God and 
the presence of the returning Master 
for that is their privilege of passage, 
I must, however, ask you to remain 
strong in your Truth for the com- 
mitment of service is unto God in 
that very journey into His places 
which is at hand herein. “Religion” 
is NOT “Godness nor Christness”-- 
Religion is a blinding, binding 
shackle unto a DOCTRINE--and 
doctrines are set forth by MAN-- 
NOT GOD. At best it is always the 
INTERPRETATION OF GOD BY 
MAN UNTO ANOTHER MAN 
WHO IS NOT WILLING TO 
SEARCH TRUTH FOR SELF BUT 
RATHER FOLLOW UNTO ANY 
WHO WILL TELL HIM THAT 
WHICH HE CHOOSES TO 
HEAR. YOU WALK WITH GOD, 
CHILDREN, AND YOU HAVE 
COME INTO THIS TRUTH 

AS TO THE PHYSICAL 
POSSIBILITIES 

In response to the old and time- 
less Chinese proverb which says, 
“May you live in interesting times”: 
You are certainly living in inter- 
esting times. 

You have lust your vision of 
Truth and “reality” and “Where 
them is no vision, the people per- 
ish. ” (Proverbs 29: 18) 

Shall we begin this journey 
through tedium with reminders and 
status reports? Perhaps you will 
hear and see through purely physi- 
cal expression for God serves those 
who ask in intent of Godness. The 
“calI” compels HIS response--He 
will be where ye art--always. Let 
us speak of the general scenario of 
present circumstances according to 
past relationships, etc. We do not 
need to pronounce doom nor 
gloom--just historical passage. 

Let us keep it more simple for 
you in the American nation of the 
U.S. so that the story can be rela- 
tively narrow for purpose of in- 
sight-41 can be connected to any 
and all locations and people but you 
need to focus on facts. 

Citizens’ Rule Book 
$2.00 Includes shipping 
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* Jurors Handbook 

* Liberty information from 
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Thomas Jefferson 
* Original Copies of 

The Declaration of Independence 
The Constitution and 
The Bill Of Rights. 

“Rights come from GOD 
not the state” 
To order call 
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1990s: What has happened, what to expect 
I/2/91 kl HATONN are locked into the same prison with 

L This last decade of the ‘90’s has the other losers. 
every promise of being the most Let us not speak herein greatly 
challenging, interesting and hajr- of the International Beast--which 
raising, goose-pimply and devas- controls you. We can make our 
tating of any time past or present of point by considering only the U.S. 
the world. The era of post-war and the scenario becomes more de- 
prosperity you have known since fined. We will pretend the control- 
the late 1940’s is going to be re- ling Elite are in your sector. THEY 
placed by an era of some half ARE NOT so do not “skim” this 
decade or longer, of total contrac- material and tell another that I have 
tion, financial convulsion, debt liq- said otherwise--THIS IS FOR EX- 
uidation, and DEPRESSION. This AMPLE ONLY--THE CON- 
decade will set tremendous rear- TROLLERS ARE FROM THE 
rangement of wealth, millions of COMMITIE E OF 300 AND THE 
people will go to the bankruptcy OPERATORS IN YOUR 
wall and millions more will not GOVERNMENT AND POLITI- 
even find relief in bankruptcy as as- CAL/ECONOMIC CIRCLES ARE 
sets are simply nil and voided. BUT PUPPETS AND PAWNS. 
Some, however, as with all pas- The 1990’s will witness political 
sages through the planner’s scenario crises and convulsions unlike any 
(if attended closely as to what you have seen or experienced since 
“they” do) will make it through and the founding of the “Republic”, as 
some will even prosper greatly. George Bush and the Liberal East- 
These who listen and work within em Establishment effort to push you 
the laws of the land and utilize that into the New World Order. Actu- 
which is presented for your use will ally, they have already signed, by 
likely do very well indeed because treaty, your demise as a sovereign 
they are prepared and understand nation set up to now be governed by 
fiat more money can & m&e by a a114 enforced by the United Nations- 
few in bad times than in “good” -under what was the old Soviet 
times. The Elite plan it that way. Communist Zionists. By the way, 

Over lB,f)o~ people became the old Communists do not like the 

hopelessly blind. The absolute dis- 
regard of the “system” to honor 
Constitutional law by the political 
parties is incredible in its public 
display. You have candidates of 
high standing absolutely being DE- 
NIED any method of even coming 
onto public ballots for you the peo- 
ple to choose or deny. It is de- 
pended that you-the-people will ap- 
plaud the selections and do nothing. 
Why do you suppose there is such a 
push to keep Buchanan, Duke and 
others OFF the ballots--could it be 
these men have done something 
RIGHT? 

The West and America (YOU) 
are going to witness threats, con- 
straints and coalitions with a totally 
armed Soviet Union, still totally di- 
rected by Marxist-Leninists dedi- 
cated to nothing short of world 
domination. Please note the writ- 
ings of the past few days-IT IS 
DONE! THE SOVIET UNION 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT 
NOW HAS TOTAL HOOKUP 
OF PULSE SYSTEMS OF 
GLOBAL NATURE AND TO- 
TAL SPACE CONTROL-m 
m. Your country has been 
totally infiltrated by military and 
intelligence personnel. I remind 
YOU that there are more 
KGB/Mossad personnel in the CIA 
than all other put together! The 
CIA is simply a Soviet/Zionist 
branch of the Soviet/Israeli brother- 
hood. This has almost nothing to 
do with Russians or Hebrew 
“Jews”. Most Zionists are not in 
any way connected to “Jews” in any 
manner whatsoever! 

GREAT VICTORY FOR THE 
REMNANT OF THINKING, 
FREEDOM-DEMANDING PEO- 
PLE. PEOPLE WHO TAKE A 
STAND FOR GOD, FOR TRADI- 
TIONAL VALUES, AND 
AGAINST EVIL SHALL BE 
PROTECTED THROUGH THE 
MARCH “THROUGH” THE 
MORASS AND INTO GLORY. 

However, there are so very, 
very (incredibly) few people who 
are even IN the battle for financial, 
political and spiritual survival or 
even know that such a battle is rag- 
ing all around them, that it is stun- 
ning to the realization senses. Do 
you not see that a person who is 
properly prepared, properly moti- 
vated, and properly dedicated can 
make a magnificent difference’ for 
the competition is virtually non- 
existent. Out of such circumstances 
comes the accepted “heroes” and 
leaders. 

millionaires during the Great Zionists even a tittle--and it is 
Depression because they watched Planned to bury the Zionists--(those 
the instructions and 5aw the hand- are the Jew ffiends), fight along 

writing on the wall--those economic with the New Yeltsin Common- 
signs of the times presented. They wealth. The military has taken 
moved to liquidity, t&y got out of, control of those nations and do not 
debt, out of the @& mark& fool yourselves one moment longer. 
which ~8s and & even more ~0 YOU WILL have WXS Of untold 
this day, manipulated and purely horror--for it is planned as a part of 
a tool of the Elite to fool the pop depopulation. 
ulace into stupid actions and be- The plan is to totally negate the 
lie&; later these ones had efs U.S. Constitution (which has al- 
with which to purchase at most ready been done IF no-one stops the 
remarkably depressed prices of 10 silent ratification) and replace it 
to 40 cents on the “dollar”. with the new international authority 
Hundreds, of thousands of people under that UN and some “three” re- 
got out of harm’s way by being gional govemuMs in Europe, 
mavericks, contrarians or in&- North America and the Pacific Rim. 
pendent thiiers-and by being 
prepared! s 

The vast majority followed the 
political/financial establishment line This decade you will witness 
and went broke. The 90’s will also tremendous loss of freedom as the 
have its financial winners, and liberal Congress you elected, bu- 
may more financial losers. reaucracy and executive branch pass 
Wouldn’t it be better if you were a myriad of socialistic, people-con- 
among the winners? If YOU are trolling laws and regulations to 
among the winners, you will have control your people and turn them 
more chance of changing that which into slaves. Elections are controlled 
is coming down on the globe--losers and if you do not see it then you are 

This decade will witness the 
greatest attack on the “family”, the 
greatest wave of crime, social up- 
heaval, and threats to your very ba- 
sic American way of life--in all of 
history. The great majority of 
Americans are likely to sleep com- 
placently through these times of 
economic and political upheaval 
until they am bmke, uniil they am 
se@ under the New World Onler 
and/or BOTH. 

ON THE OTHER HAND 

THE 1990’s WILL ALSO BE A 
TIME OF GREAT EXCITEMENT, 
OF GREAT OPPORTUNITY, OF 
GREAT CHALLENGE AND 

Victory in trying circumstances 
is a function of proper mental atti- 
tude, understanding the problems 
and having a “vision” of victory in 
spite of any of those seeming prob- 
lems and being, as the Boy Scouts 
pronounce--properly prepared. 

I can again lay forth some 
possibilities for the human eco- 
nomic and physical period which 
lies ahead--but I cannot insist nor 
impose upon you that you use any 
of them. I shall, however, continue 
to present them until there is no 
longer ability to do so. Efforts are 
constant and terrifying to prevent 
our presenting alternatives unto 
you. The 1990’s is a decade of 
destiny for you, your families, and 
your nation(s). What YOU do will 
determine the fate of the entire 
species of Man. 
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U.S. in midst in deepening depression’““‘“. 
l/2/91 #l HATONN 

You. have been in this 
“depression” for a couple of years 
now. Now, you have the typical 
acknowledgment of the lies from 
and by the Establishment Controlled 
Media who now says there is NO 
RECOVERY. They pronounce that 
this “recession” is worse than ever. 

Hold your breath, America--the 
Federal Reserve has just, within 
days, pumped over 50 BILLION 
dollars in cash into the Market to 
give you the illusion of growth and 
stability. Note that the very stocks 
which “gained” are the very com- 
panies who have gone defunct 
within the past three weeks or so. 
Nobody noticed during the holidays 
and hype on spending and 
“consumer confidence”. 

Unemployment, personal and 
corporate bankruptcies continue to 
abound in unheard of numbers and 
this, even as bank, S&L, and insur- 
ance company failures continue to 
spread, The US economy continues 
to contract even as Bush and associ- 
ates keep “talking” about economic 
recovery and the great resiliency in 
the economy. What magic can 
there be in Bush’s great revelations 
regarding everything “toward the 
end of January”? Well, the an- 
nouncement may well be worse than 
you can imagine with a show of 
force and total rescission of your 
government and Constitution. You 
will probably move into TOTAL 
Emergency Regulations through 
Executive Order. All he has to do 
is announce same for he has already 
the legal mechanism in place. 

This is not a recession. of “just” 
workers in factories, etc. This is 
across the board from highest exec- 
utives to janitors. The system of 
benefits (unemployment insurance 
pools, union funds, etc.) are zilch 
and there is no money to fund the 
welfare system. In fact, I suggest 
that all who hold any welfare chits 
consider using them before they are 
unaccepted collateral at the markets. 
The government is noted for issuing 
worthless coupons even to and in- 
cluding Federal Reserve Notes 
(money-currency). There will be a 
type of “transition period” but it 
will probably be brief because when 
no debt can be serviced and no in- 
terest repaid to places like Japan 
(who refuse to continue to purchase 
your debt) the house of cards will 

fall and all in it. 
You who think Bush is in Aus- 

tralia and Japan, etc., to spread 
growth and financial prosperity and 
work out trade agreements, forget 
such nonsense. The Japanese have 
refused to buy any more of your 
worthless bonds and debts, etc. 
The only good business around is 
that which is allowing the wealthy 
to trade their money around for 
more security and last minute secu- 
rity placement and profit placement. 
Too bad you ones are not on top of 
it--for that money must be placed 
into something--now, or lost for- 
ever. Preferably, ones SHOULD 
invest into some of our projects for 
they are set to withstand depression 
and create market through need of 
service and product--such as food, 
energy and so forth. 

It is sad that you who hold 
money continue to misunderstand 
the situation and in your efforts to 
“hold” from use in projects, will 
lose all that you have. I can only 
offer, I cannot do more. 

Do you not see that your 
Government has to continue to offer 
some things--even in Emergency 
Regulations--unto you-the-people? 
They must keep up the charade for 
as long as possible and at least until 
all weapons can be confiscated. 

RECLAIM 

That, by the way, will be right up DER!!! 
front on the list of confiscatioris. 

Currency may well become 
worthless, but if you can get project 
funding in any amounts you can get 
people to work (jobs) and build 
foundations in small industry 
which, even if confiscated 
(nationalized), will serve needs. If 
you cannot see this approach clearly 
enough to act immediately, then I 
can help you no further. We need 
proposal writers and we need them 
at the least expense possible--you 
need survival goods and industry 
and you need them NOW--not after 
our little group has established them 
for that will be for selves and not 
for YOU. 

CRUMBLING BANKN 
SYSTEM 

America’s banking system is on 
the brink of the greatest and most 
total crisis since history began 
banking. The intent is to pull all 
banks into ONE--the Bank of Inter- 
national Settlement in Basel, 
Switzerland under the total control 
of the Committee of 300. 

How long can the “building” of 
these industries last? Probably not 
very long but there will be stable 
checks to the actual builders and 
that can be converted into some 
measure of ‘preparations if you set 
forth to do that instead of living in 
your luxury longer. GOD IS NOT 
GOING TO DO THIS FOR YOU, 
CHELAS. THIS is what God does. 
He shows you the way and urges 
you to act--He will do no more if ye 
care not enough to do for self. 
YOU HAVE LESS THAN A 

I am accused of continued 
speaking of these “300” while only 
one or two writers ever have even 
mentioned them. You tell me that 
the offenders are the Bilderbergs 
and Trilats and, and, and. No, 
those are minor branches of the 
“300” world controllers of which all 
others are but tools. I suggest that 
today my Publisher set a price on 
the first volume by Dr. Coleman 
and even if editorially lacking--get 
it to the public--NOW! (See insert) 
It will explain the players and how 
it always comes back to the Satanic 
Zionist British Crown. If you know 
not the players who are your dedi- 
cated enemy--then you will flounder 
forever until your total demise. ,, I 
ask that in this paper be given a 

YEAR, AT BEST, TO GET YOUR 
FINANCIAL HOUSE IN OR- 

Please see ECONOMY, next page 
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the Elite this book describes your future 
and how you might help change it. The 
government 0ftheU.S. A. is now firmly in 
the hands of the Elitist Cartel, including 
the world bankers, who are dedicated to 
the collapsing of all nations into a One 
World Government by the year 2000. 

CONSTITUTIONlFREEDOM KIT 
$12.00 (no discount) 

This kit is designed for individuals or 
groups who want to DO something and 
become FOCUSED about how to save our 
precious U.S. Constitution and Bill of 
Rights. Some topics covered : The Lib- 
erty Admendment; the Flag Burning 
Amendment; Anti-Crime Bill; Executive 
Orders, Gun Control, I.R. S.; The Federal 
Reserve Board; The holding of a Consti- 
tutional Convention, and much more. 

CONSTITUTIONAL PACKAGE 
$20.00 (no discount) 

Includes the above kit and the book “Rape 
of the Constitution.” 

,.........,................ 
. . 
. To order these books or to receive 
. : 
. a complete catalog call . 
. America West 

. 
. . 
. at 800-729-4131. . 
. . 
. 
. Order all 4 books : 
. 
. receive a 10% discount : 
. 
. Shipping charges not included : 
. 
. Let Truth and Freedom pre- i 

f vail in your choices and actions. : 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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ECONOMY, cont. 
from previous page 

price for that book and an approxi- 
mate date of release--good grammar 
or not. Good spelling will not save 
one person! Knowledge will! If it 
is easier to release the volumes as 
they come as JOURNALS then you 
have permission to do so: I want 
the most expeditious method of 
public release possible. If you 
won’t listen to God you had better 
start listening to the iriformed 
MEN! 

The FDIC is insolvent--purely 
and simply--insolvent. You were 
told (in my own writings) that it 
would be absolutely insolvent by 
the end of year 1991 and it is! 
Pouring more billions into the 
system only keeps the lawyers and 
illegal judicial system in money-- 
you will not get refunds on your 
deposits. 

The FDIC itself, has projected 
that a minimum of 239 banks with 
$86-$116 billion in assets will fail 

I 

bond funds--but they can be frozen 
and immediately become worthless,. 
also, if the President, by happen- 
stance, announces default on all 
U.S. debt. It has always been a 
part of the plan to repudiate the 
debt and bankrupt the nation at 
which time all will be gone. 

Well, what of that gold for 
collateral? What about it? It will 
be safe longer than anything else 
and if its value climbs it is safe and 
secure and will grow in value. If 
the Governments choose to confis- 
cate that also, then you have only 
contributed to projects which may 
later at least give you return of food 
and/or shelter. 

You must realize that all other 
investments are at defunct status al- 
ready. The illusion is being main- 
tained to some extent and, while 
this continues,, so will the pay- 
checks from things such as pen- 
sions, etc. However, when the pen- 

- sion bearer is defunct there will be 
no pension checks to claimants. If 

in year 1992, not only wiping out the industry in which you built your 
all present insurance funds, but also pension resources is defunct--the 
the $30 billion taxpayer loan pro- P lan is defunct. The same with an- 
posed by George Bush. Bush has nuities through insurance compa- 
actually asked for (demanded) some nies--if the company folds so goes 
$80 billion taxpayer-funded bailout the annuity. 
but election-prone Democrats will Whut I am ttying to tell you, 
likely not vote the full amount but beloved ones, k u WEm 1s 
will have to vote in some amount, No PERmC‘Z7oiV OR SEcuMm 

. say $30 billion, to keep you-the- LEFT? You can take measures 
people longer hopeful and sleeping. which will, if anything will, en- 

Let us use reason and a&h- dure, but there is no sure thing on 
metic: With a billion at year-end in Your globe anY more, except PhYsi- 
FDIC insurance funds to cover $4 cal death and distress. There may 
TRILLION in bank/S&L deposits, be perturbations upward but it will 
the coverage will IX just 2-l/2 cents be y=s before the system, at best, 
per hundred dollars in deposits. could be reversed--so THERE 
However, you are ?ow into *‘next WILL BE SOME HARD TIMES-- 
year” and deposit insurance cover- NOW!. 
age IS COMPLETELY GONE! AS 
THE PUBLIC COMES TO A CONCLUSION OR TWO IN 
UNDERSTAND THIS AND THE a 
MAINLINE MEDIA IS NOW 
HAVING TO SPEAK OPENLY America’s more than $22-$25 
ABOUT ‘IT, THERE WILL BE A TRILLION debt pyramid is coming 
MASSIVE EXODUS OUT OF unraveled, and your financial sys- 
THE BANKING SYSTEM IN THE tern is moving headlong into the de- 
MONTHS PRESENT. It most pression that will dwarf that of the 
certainly seems prudent, OIL Q so-called Great Depression for there 
purely physical level, to drumuti- will be nothing upon which to re- 
c&y reduce one’s exposure to the cover. The U.S. budget is out of 
bunking system urrd to do so as control with an over $423 million 
soon as possible-probubly before fiscal year ‘92 deficit already in 
the date of Mr. Bush’s big eco- place. This is if nothing changes 
nomic solutions speech. from present activities. The U.S. 

At this moment you still may real estate market is in its fii 
have some coverage in Treasury 
Bill money market funds or gov- 
ernment or foreign government 

nation-wide decline since the depends totally on whether or not 
Great Depression and is pulling the Elite Controllers want any U.S. 
down hundreds of banks in the representation or not. Bush has no 
free-fall, S&Ls, and insurance power within the ranks of the Elite 
companies, with large pension Global Circle. He has never had 
funds and credit unions also in my real power but r&her has&n a 
the spiraling loop. Record per- President of capitulation through 
sonal and corporate bankruptcies criminal blackmail and treason. 
(over a million major bankruptcies This will be established by the 1992 
in 1991) are also going to take their elections, as I see the predictions. 
toll on the financial system remain- Hence, prudent, conservative 
ing. maverick investors/savers, who can 

The U.S. stock market is being see he economic and political signs 
levitated beyond reason by a hand- of the times, the handwriting on the 
fi.11 of large TJ.S. financial ins& wall, should be immediately imple- 

tutions, but cratering corporate menting strategy of getting out of 
earnings, liquidity, and employ- harm’s way, for financial survival 
ment, and skyrocketing, record for the rest of the decade is at stake. 
post-Depression debt loads are Dharma, since we have an early 
likely to precipitate a crash in mere afternoon meeting I ask fiat we 
months. Bush, GreensPan, and break the writing at this point. I 
associates will do anything to keep will continue the subject at point 
the v*em together, even to lyh! when vre again sit to pen. I can 
about the economic conditions (or only rept again unto you readers: 
launch a new Desert Storm) to get 
Bush established in place. 

wm pdea see danger ad t& 

Bush refige, but the simple keep going 
i&n& to be the U-S- heban LUI(I su$erfor it. ” Proverbs 27: 12. 
in the New World Order and it @ 
will be as the power in the U.S. as 
well as within the working U.N. 
Whether they can avoid a total fi- 
nancial panic and collapse for an- 
other 11 months is problematic and 

IS THE ECONOMY RECOVERING? 
Learn the truth behind what you’re being told! 

CHAOS IN AMERICA 

$11 .BS...Trade Paper...John L. King 

Contains information on the current 
economic decline with the history to 

validate King’s findings. Also, learn 
how to survive and prosper despite the 
Chaos with investments, real estate, 
food energy and self-defense. 

SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 

DISASTER 
610.00...Trade Paper...G.C. Hatonn 
Some economic realitites. It exposes 
the “grey men” and the secret govem- 

ment. The depression, new currency, 
new money and the debit card system, 
financial strategies across the board. 
The incorporation solution for all. 

PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

$lO.OO...Trade Paper...G.C. Hatonn 

Is privacy possible? This document 
contains very pragmatic “how to” and 

tatical suggestions to help you legally 
fade into the background. Topics are: 

IRS, credit cards, job surveillance, 
credit history, & more! 

YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 

$lO.OO...Trade Paper...G.C. flatonn 

We the people can bring Constitutional 
law back by recognizing the present 
unlawful government and taking ac- 
tion. Read the “how” and “why” of our 
current enslavement and solutions to 
freedom for all. 

%$$ Financial Reality Book Package $$$ 

To Order By Credit Card Call: 800-729-4131 or Fax: 805-822-9658. 

Send Check or Money Order to: 

America West, P.O. Box 986, Tehachapi, Ca. 93581 

Shipping Charges - UPS - $3.25 1st title, $1 .OO each additional 
Book Rate- $2.50 1st title, $1.00 each additiomal 

ORDER ALL 4 BOOKS AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT 



Introduction to Commander Hatong13’ 
10/31/91 #2 HATONN 

Hatonn is: Gyeorgos Ceres 
Hatonn-Aton. I write through a 
“translator”; communications 
through pulsed short-wave transmis- 
sion. This is not “psychic chan- 
neling nor hocus-pocus”. This is 
purely “physics” of frequency 
transmission, receiver termination 
of transmission and translation of 
the signal into the English language. 

I am Commander of the 
“Phoenix Project”, serving the 
Command of that ONE whom you 
refer to as “The Messenger, 
Christos, God, etc.” The 
“Command Fleet” is from the sector 
Pleiades from which originated your 
ancestral lineage. My mission is in 
preparation for the return of the 
“God” to reclaim His property. He 
went forth and has prepared safe 
passage and “a place” for each of 
you who would come within His 
shelter. The choice is individual for 
force is not of God and you have 
free-will for all choices. 

Our direct commission is to set 
the records into Truth of content of 
historical facts for the planet is 
ending one cycle and beginning a 
new and wondrous cycle of experi- 
ence This gives cause for you of 
the human species to make changes 
concurrent with the greater physical 
changes of the planet. Yours will 
be a “spiritual change” and may or 
may not include physical transla- 
tion. Each will be given choice of 
direction and translation. 

The purpose of these writings 
and speakings is to allow the Truth 
to be put forth unto the masses who 
would wish to receive them. The 
JOURNALS also serve as historical 
documentation of this portion of 
“history” relative to that which has 
come before--known and. unknown-- 
for whatever life forms and genera- 
tions to follow this manifested expe- 
rience. 

You come against the wall, so 
to speak, wherein you all but cross 
the societal point of no return. You 
will act to reclaim your human 
rights or you will fall to the Adver- 
sary who, by the way--is that one 
touted to be the “anti-Christ”. You 
are in the time of, and the action of, 
Armageddon as recognized from 
prophecy. It makes no difference to 
me whether or not you are believing 
of this information. Truth will 
stand into infinity and God does not 
send us, the Hosts, to banter or 
kibitz with you about the facts of 
the matter--ours is to present the 
situation as it is, unto you. 

Your “enemy” as to “space 
aliens” are now all landlocked to 
your orbiting system. YOU HAVE 

NO ENEMIES AMONG THE 
BROTHERHOOD IN SPACE 
(COSMOS). YOU DO HAVE 
ENEMIES IN YOUR “SPACES” 
BUT THEY ARE VERY EARTH- 
ORIENTED AND ORIGINATED. 
All of this is explained in depth in 
the writings--this message is for 
identification of myself and my co- 
workers who bring information and 
assistance at this time of evolution. 

We bring the unfolding and 
uncovering of the actions upon your 
globe so that you can awaken unto 
your plight--with “reason” and 
“proof”. It is up to you as to what 
action you take for our commission 
is to respond to you who have asked 
input and assistance. We will DO 
nothing FOR you; we will serve 
and inform with “HOW TO” as we 
move along through the maze of in- 
credible deceit. You have NOTH- 
ING TO FEAR from us of the 
Lighted Brotherhood of the Cosmos 
for we work and act only within the 
Laws of God and those of The Uni- 
versal Creation (Natural). Your 
would-be-“Rings” (rulers of the 
globe) have heinous plans to injure 
you and place blame upon the Cos- 
mic Brotherhood--what will be 
claimed is a blatant LIE. You are 
“People of the Lie” and unless you 
awaken and reclaim your heritage 
as nations and people--you shall 
fall--no more and no less. 

Massive efforts are put forth to 
stop our presentations--so be it. We 
have naught to lose--YOU HAVE 
EVERYTHING TO LOSE, IN- 
CLUDING YOUR SOUJS AS 
WELL AS YOUR LIVES PHYSI- 
CAL. My commission is to 
“inform” you and I shall do so to 
the best of my allowed abilities for I 
(we) are not allowed by Cosmic 
Law to interfere or intervene except 
in specific and delineated instances 
which have been covered in lengthy 
dialogue prior to this. 

I serve aboard the Command 
Ship, Phoenix, and I head the Fleet 
Command. I am Commander of 
the United Federation Fleet, Inter- 
galactic Federation Command. I 
link with other Commands, i.e., the 
referenced “Ashtar Command”, 
only in time of imminent planetary 
destruction at which point that 
Command will be in charge of any 
evacuation of general nature. Our 
Command will bring all of God’s 
people into security. I have no re- 
sponsibility to the “adversary” nor 
his followers and no evil shall be 
brought into the places of Lighted 
God. Evil is a manifestation of 
“human” and we do NOT allow evil 
within our orderly God-revering so- 
cieties. This does not, however, 

mean that ones who are in deciding 
will not be taken into a placement 
which can preserve “soul” survival. 

I am not here to ask your 
permission for anything; I care not 
what any aspect thinks or believes. 
I have a mission of God and I shall 
see to it. You may join with me or 
deny me for it makes not one iota 
of difference. I do not ‘:sell” any- 
thing--not this paper nor any other 
item. I have a commitment and 
obligation and I will see to it. You 
may do that which you will--agree 
or disagree. I do, however, suggest 
that all read with an open mind to 
the “possibilities” herein for you are 
told by all comers of your intelli- 
gence that you are in a traumatic 
time of change--you might well be 
advised to look into the possibility 
of the Truth of this information. I 
chair the Cosmic- Council relative to 
this Universal Sector and I believe 
you will find that I am not over- 
ruled. He who denounces my per- 
son had best be carefully looked at 
through the intent of wisdom for I 
meet with any man and/or F;qdy 
who claims my falseness. 
that no one ever, somehow, wishes 
to participate in that invitation for 
confrontation-do you not find that 
strange? 

You will find most of the “New 
Age” groups and speakers fully in 
alignment with the “New World 
Order--Global Government”. This 
will be denied for they do not real- 
ize the subterfuge and “sucking in” 
of the innocent and ignorant. I 
suggest you pay close attention for 
you are on the brink of losing your 
world--not just your freedoms. 

I shall continue to bring to your 
attention the cover-ups as they oc- 
curred and still occur. God has no 
mysticism nor hidden agenda--God 
is open and the only “mystery” is 
that which you simply do not yet 
understand--that too, He gives unto 
you openly and freely. There are 
no secret rituals or hidden doc- 
trines, royal titles or elite place- 
ments. If you find any of these 
things in that which YOU follow--I 
suggest wisdom in discernment of 
your choices. If you give of your 
Power unto another according to his 
decrees--you have forfeited your 
Power forever. God asks that you 
accept and take your POWER in 
HIS name that you can become one 
within His Grace and reclaimer of 
that which is your rightful heritage. 

I feel that we must begin to 
publish this identification and 
purpose for we are swamped with 
new readers and it is magnificently 
important that you KNOW who we 
are and that which we are about-- 

for we are about our Father’s 
business. Again, you have nothing 
to lose by gaining TRUTH and 
insight--but you do have everything 
to lose in the physical and soul 
realms b remaining ignorant at the 
hands o r the deceivers who would 
hide Truth from your eyes and ears. 
So be it. I salute you who assume 
responsibility. I pity you who do 
not and I have great compassion as 
we pass on into - the more 
compressing times ahead, as you 
perceive the journey. I offer my 
hand in love and brotherhood and I 
give you all that I have and am. 
Accept or deny my person--but I 
suggest you look into the possibility 
that what we bring “might” well be 
Truth and you will come to 
understand. To deny the robber, 
who has just bound and gagged 
you, is to be a stupid fool. The 
better part of wisdom is to look, 
discern and then act. God never 
limits your investigation into all 
facets of the Truth-does your 
“minister”? Does your controlling 
hierarchy? I suggest you ponder 
this well. 8 

Conspirators Hierarchy: 
The Committee of 300 

$19.95...Dr. John Coleman 
(plus shipping) 

Few know of the existence of this 
most secret society consisting of 
300 people who control world af- 
fairs through a network of inter- 
locking banks, financial institu- 
tions, insurance companies, news- 
papers, radio and television sta- 
tions, Fortune 500 corporations who 
have at their service intelligence 
agencies of several nations . This 
book rips the lid off the top con- 
spiratorial body in the world today 
who plan and direct all the events 
making the headlines. 

Release Date Feburary 1992 

To order contact: 
America West 

l-800-729-4131 
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rhe process of life 
12/3/91 SANANDA 

Greetings my precious little 
dove, Druthea. I AM Sananda, 
Esu, Jesus, Immanuel. I come in 
service to God/Aton of Light and to 
you my precious brethren on earth 
Shan. 

Thank you for attending me this 
day, Druthea. Allow me to assist 
you, precious, for it is my honor to 
do so. You never stand alone in 
“the wilderness of your mind” as 
you stated it. You must be willing 
to ask for and then receive your 
“help” and guidance in times of de- 
spair and depression, chela. A les- 
son most all of you of mine can im- 
prove upon. 

It is quite true that there are no 
“self-made” men and women. For 
all have received guidance and an 
occasional boost from the unseen 
and unacknowledged ones both in 
physical and etheric dimensions. It 
is a “team” cooperative effort that 
works constantly to bring out the 
best in each one of you, whether 
YOU recognize the help or not. 

Your success in gaining under- 
standing and broader awareness 
comes as much from allowing and 
graciously accepting God’s guid- 
ance and that of His chosen helpers, 
as it does from your physical ac- 
tions, whether your actions serve 
God or the adversary, within your 
journey on earth Shan. 

The process of your lives is de- 
signed to bring you ever closer to 

KNOWING the I AM presence 
within you that you become God in 
Action, and ultimately co-creator of 
universes within Creation. 

-ADVANTAGES OF 
EXPERIENCING LIMITATION 

Advantages you ask! Most cer- 
tainly. For although you design 
your own ‘limitation, you also are 
given the tools for reaching beyond 
it. First, by recognizing and taking 
responsibility for it. Asking God 
for assistance to conquer it. And 
then making the decision followed 
by the necessary action to overcome 
and grow beyond your self-imposed 
limitations. Simple? Rarely. 
Comfortable? Hardly! Worth the 
effort? ALWAYS! 

How does one recognize a 
limitation? Easy. I will point out 

some feelings/expressions which all 
of you will recognize in your 
experience within your own process 
of life: How about Resisting 
change, Impatience, Stubborn in- 
flexibility, Fear, Resentment, Su- 
periority, Inferiority, Insecurity, 
Bigotry, Greed, Physical lust, 
Guilt, False pride, Wrath, Vanity, 
Laziness, Envy and Jealousy? 
Some of you may recognize these 
expressions since we wrote in detail 
about many of these as “Deadly 
Sins” and “Recognizing the Anti- 
Christ Within You” in the ‘Phoenix 
Operator-Owner Manual ‘I. 

All of the above limitations as 
well as many not named are 
expressions of the adversary and 
denial of your own God power 
within. Expressions of Resisting 
change, Impatience, and Fear have 
to do with Not TRUSTING or 
understanding the process of your 
life and, therefore, feeling helpless 
and powerless,. These expressions 
are simply the symptoms of your 
unbalance within. By recognizing 
the symptom of Resistance, for 
example, you can then ask God 
within to show you its CAUSE, 
which usually involves Fear. Is it 
bad to feel afraid? No. It is simply 
a symptom of your ignorance about 
your own ability to move through 
the fear with the knowledge that 
God walks with you. when your 
intentions serve Him. Fear is a 
selfish response, often concerning 
loss of something which you think 
you hold dear. 

There is only one concern you 
each must acknowledge in which 
the symptom of some Fear may 
serve you. And even the label Fear 
does not quite accurately describe 
this concern. What might that be? 
“Losing” your soul to the adversary 
and,becoming a prisoner of his Hell 
on Earth, in which the absence of 
God will be prevalent. The even- 
tual absence of God upon your 
place is a probability. Healthy con- 
cern because of understanding the 
consequences is appropriate here. 

For most of you of God’s 
children, there is not this problem 
for your hearts are pure although 
your actions-- may sometimes be 
somewhat less than pure. 
Remember we’ve spoken many 
times about how YOU push. God 
out. He never leaves you! Most of 

you have already experienced 
moments or even lifetimes in Hell 
with the absence of God’s knowing 
presence within you. Simply 
because you did not know to accept 
your inner power. And ALL of 
you have experienced, at one time 
or another, His rescue or Hand of 
Light pulling you from the dark- 
ness, when you asked for help. 
Eventually, and already for many of 
you, the status of your soul is not 
even a concern for your only choice 
can be God of Light. Your lifeline 
is always God and that is ALL you 
need to be like unto Him and you 
will be shown the path out of your 
self-imposed limitations. 

-ABOUT ALL THIS 
TALK ABOUT DETACHMEw& 

Most of the talk is simply more 
“New Age” nonsense. When mine 
scribe, Druthea, first heard about it 
over a year past, she thought like so 
many of you ones, “Oh, that sounds 
good.” She thought about it. What 
does it mean? She understood 
physical detachment, in other words 
from material “things”. But how do 
you accomplish what is described as 
“emotional” detachment? Well it 
took some time for the process of 
understanding to come to fruition. 
She finally asked, “WHY would I 
need to achieve total detachment 
from emotions and feelings? What 
would be left?” Good question, 
chela. The key here is SELEC- 
TIVE RELEASE. And I am using 
the word release in the place of de- 
tachment simply because of the mis- 
use of the term and the confusion 
surrounding it. Firstly I see revela- 
tion in Druthea upon looking up the 
word, so let us share the definition 
herein: 

Detachment: 1. The act of de- 
taching or the state of being de- 
tached (Separated, disconnected). 2. 
Lack of interest in surroundings or 
worldly affairs. 3. Absence of 
prejudice or partiality. 

Now please, each of you 
THINK about this careful?y. Are 
you trying to achieve separateness 
or unity? Disconnection or 
Oneness? Can you change the 
world without interest in it? Would 
you not want to feel care and 
concern for your surroundings and 
the fate of your brethren around the 

globe? Is it possible to be God- 
human with His soul-life and not 
FEEL ANYTHING CALLED 
EMOTIONS? Love is an emotion, 
a feeling and an expression. What 
actions constitute love? Absence of 
prejudice (pre-judgement) sounds 
good, but what about lack of 
partiality? Are you not partial 
toward God? Or is it the 
adversary? Does this meaning 
sound Godly or Satanic in presenta- 
tion? It depends on how it is pre- 
sented. 

SELECTIVE RELEASE (A.K.A. 
m 

How about simply releasing or 
becoming separate from evil? De- 
tachment from fear, resentment, 
envy, hatred, insecurity. In other 
words releasing the limiting emo- 
tions of the adversary and concen- 
trating your mind on awakening the 
co-creative emotion of brotherly 
love. And to be effective in your 
service here, you must have a high 
degree of compassion for the human 
condition upon your place. 

Now I will give another 
example of appropriate detachment. 
When you are sharing The Word, it 
is none of your business if ones 
refuse to hear or discount you 
because of it. That is their choice 
and privilege and NOT your 
responsibility. 

An example of inappropriate at- 
tachment would be to material ego 
status and especially attachment to 
your OPINIONS about how things 
are or should be, etc. Always leave 
yourself room to change your mind 
from opinion to KNOWING, espe- 
cially when you are inspired by 
GOD within to do so. That means 
being willing to admit to self, or 
another if appropriate, that you 
were wrong and you now recognize 
the “right” or balanced way. 

Other areas of inappropriate at- 
tachment are attachment to the al- 
tered ego’s need to dominate and 
manipulate to achieve ITS needs or 
desires. Many of you parents are 
faced with these sorts of challenges 
as well as ones in the average 
workplace or anyplace where people 
gather and interact with one another 
to achieve similar/same goals. 

Please see SANANDA, next page 



SANANDA, cont. 
from previous page 

Whether it be friendship and/or 
getting out The Word. 

Look at it this way. You have 
the choice to offer a positive 
constructive INFLUENCE or a 
negative destructive INFLUENCE. 
EVERY choice, action and decision 
you make is either increasing or 
DE-creasing brotherly love and 
goodwill. It is up to each of you to 
learn the difference. Most of your 
processes of life revolve about 
learning the difference between be-~ 
havior and actions which bring 
balance and Godly influence, and 
behavior and actions which feed the 
adversary’s hunger for destructive 
manipulation, domination and 
control of your being and this 
physical planet. 

It is easy to TRUST the process 
of life when YOU walk 
KNOWINGLY in balance in 
communion with God every 
moment. How many of you have 
achieved this so far? VERY, 
VERY few of you. This is the 
challenge, precious chelas. 
MANY, MANY obstacles of testing 
which are designed to push you off 
the balanced tightrope of your jour- 
ney are offered, In time you accept 
fewer and fewer of the distractions 
for you learn to recognize them and 
walk over them or through them be- 
cause YOU KNOW you have the 
power and the choice to do it. 
Meanwhile be gentle on yourselves. 
For even the most accomplished 
Masters of knowledge and commu- 
nion made errors in discernment 
from time to time, and suffered the 
consequences thereof, including mi- 
neself. 

I could not serve you now effec- 
tively in this capacity had I not ex- 
perienced many times upon the 
physical planes as you each have 
and are doing. The rewards of fi- 
nally recognizing YOUR power to 
influence positive constructive 
change are enormous. 

WHY DO I SOMETIMES FEEL 
INE,AND HELP- 

J.XSS~ 

This question Druthea asks and 
so do many of you. In your case, 
precious, you are measuring results 
according to what appears on the 
surfa=. And your efforts will seem 
quite futile and hopeless when you 
expect quick and obvious results 

which you think you can measure 
by this letter or that comment on 
the work. This again is not your 
responsibility, precious. For you 
are not able to measure the change 
WITHIN a person’s soul conscious- 
ness whom you’ve touched. 

For example, if your sister 
appears to hear and see no evil, 
especially when you bring it to her 
attention, that is YOUR perception. 
Because she chooses not to respond 
to you does not mean that inside 
her mind and heart are not tom or 
moved, even if she simply thinks 
you’re nuts. And perhaps she prays 
for YOUR soul, thinking it is you 
who is misguided. 

God monitors the heart in caring 
love extended. Yours in sharing 
Truth and hers in wanting to keep 
peace and harmony in the few hours 
you had to share. Your frustration 
comes in trying to monitor the 
“silence” and your need to be heard 
and understood by her. Release 
that need, for it is your insecurity, 
as the Commander correctly told 
you, which moves you to seek 
acceptance from her. Allow her her 
process to unfold, for she accepts 
you exactly how you are. Your 
ideas are quite another thing. With 
the bond of love between you, 
know she will reach out to you 
when she is moved to do so. Be 
prepared and allow her her own 
time. That is a true gift of love. 
Do you understand? Yes, I hear 
your comprehension. And I trust 
that all of you in similar circum- 
stances will ponder these lessons 
well for they apply to ALL who 
“happen” upon this transmission. 

Let us please take a break. 
Thank you, Druthea, for sitting 
with me. I know you will write 
longer, but you are not as strong as 
you think in your body yet. You 
need healing time and you have 
allowed your worry and fretting 
time to encroach not only upon our 
time together but also your. own 
healing. This is not to chastise, but 
simply to make you aware of what 
you do to self, precious. 

I love you as a very part of my 
own being and I cherish you and 
treasure this time we have. You 
will learn that there is very little of 
perceived duties worth worry and 
forfeit of our time to write. There 

Please see &WANDA, next page 

12/14/91 DR. J. COLEMAN 
Serious questions are now being 

raised in intelligence communities 
around the world as to just how 
long the United States in its present 
form will last. Estimates range 
from four to seven years before 
fundamental changes so alter the 
character and direction of the U.S. 
as to render it unrecognizable from 
that which it started out to be. 

Marked changes in the direction 
of the U.S. began to appear shortly 
after the First World War when a 
number of very well financed tax- 
free foundations were seen by ob- 
servers to be exerting a powerful in- 
fluence over social, political and 
economic ‘events in America. 
Among the foundations were the 
Carnegie Endowment Fund, the 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the 
Rockefeller Foundation, the Laura 
Spelman Fund, Ford Foundation 
and later, the Rubin Foundation, the 
J. Roderick MacArthur Foundation, 
the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foun- 
dation and a host of smaller foun- 
dations. 

Observers noted that these 
foundations appeared to be engaged 
in un-American activities, that is to 
say, they were trying to change the 
whole concept of the United States 
being a Christian country with a re- 
publican form of government based 
on a unique Constitution--to a so- 
cialist, unchristian democratic state. 
These observers, among whom 
were Congressman Reece, decided 
that the foundations were trying to 
change American in an illegal way, 
that is to say, not through the ballot 
box, but by subtle pressures, hence 
their deeds were illegal. 

Congressman Reece called to- 
gether a House committee to 
investigate the very serious situation 
that had developed. Reece noticed 
that the various foundations ap- 
peared to be concentrating on cap- 
turing the education system. Reece 
put Norman Dodd, a former estab- 
lishment banker, in charge of in- 
vestigations. Thereupon both the 
Republican and Democrat parties 
reacted in outrage and alarm. Their 
pointman to obstruct the hearings 
was the foul-mouthed Wayne Hays. 
In the end, Reece had to concede 

defeat, the Republican White 
House, the Democrats and the 
foundations being just too much for 
him to handle. 

But what did emerge was that 
the foundations had secured a grip 
on the U.S. education system, and 
that they were also pursuing a plan 
to turn the U.S. into a socialist 
state, closely allied with the USSR. 
In the field of education they se- 
cured their hold by elevating former 
Senator Hugo Black to the Supreme 
Court in the most blatantly illegal 
manner. 

Black’s main task was to ensure 
that the education system turned 
more to the left and that socialism, 
not republicanism and the U.S. 
Constitution, was taught in our na- 
tion’s schools. It does not take 
much to see just how the plans of 
the foundations and their fellow 
conspirators have succeeded. A 
very large mass of Americans today 
are semi-literate or totally illiterate. 
Our education system ranks about 
16th in the world. The full story ,of 
how this was accomplished appears 
in my monograph, “The Wrecking 
of America’s Education”. 

The foundations then turned 
their attention to religion. Through 
Justice Hugo Black they were able 
to get a grip on religion using much 
the same methods to gain control of 
education in America through the 
Everson case, the case that did far 
more to socialize American educa- 
tion and which had effects that far 
transcended Brown vs. Board of 
Education. 

The Everson case is the key to 
understanding WhY America’s 
education is where it is today. 
Judges who participated in the 
Everson decision were Justice 
Frankfurter and Justice Black. In a 
private memo to Black, Frankfurter 
stated: “I never realized until I 
came to the Supreme Court how 
much judges are diverted by passion 
and prejudice and how closed the 
mind can be. ” 

Frankfurter’s papers give a good 
indication from whence he came. 
For instance, he admitted being a 
“reverent agnostic” and “not given 

Please see USA, next page 
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to spiritual Messiahs”. In a memo 
to his colleague Wiley B. Rutledge, 
he said, “I do not yield acceptance 
to Pierce vs. The Society of Sisters 
and Meyer vs. Nebraska. ” Those 
of you who have read my mono- 
graph, “The Wrecking of America’s 
Education” will know that the& two 
cases were the very foundation upon 
which the Constitutional rights of 
parents to educate their children in 
schools compatible with their reli- 
gious beliefs rested. In a March 
9th, 1948, diary entry, Frankfurter 
noted that “Justice Harold O.Burton 
hasn’t the remotest idea of how 
malignant men like Black and Dou- 
glas not only can be, but are. ” 

The main enemy of the founda- 
tions was the Roman Catholic 
Church and its schooling system. 
Black fought all of his life against 
any government money going to 
Catholic schools. By and large, the 
foundations were successful in sub- 
verting religion in this country, 
making its thrust and direction more 
clearly toward a socialist religion 
which today manifests itself in such 
causes as Liberation Theology and 
outright support for revolutionary 
activities which are anti-West and 
antichristian. Their success story is 
the control exercised over the Na- 
tional Council of Churches and the 
World Council of Churches. 

From the outset, the foundations 
had three main targets, these being 

banished from the schools and 
short-circuited all State support for 
religion was merely the. first rung in 
a long ladder which led to the pre2 
sent debacle in our social, moral 
and religious life. 

On looking through my rmch 
notes for the past 25 years I came 
across the fact that, apart $om the 
Reece Commission, foundations 
have never been investigated by 
Congress, although it is clear to 
even a cursory examiner that foun- 
dations have done more. harm to 
America than all of the wars com- 
bined in which we have fought. 
One common denominator that 
might account for this heinous fail- 
ure to protect America from all en- 
emies, foreign and domestic, is the 
fact that so many legislators--even 
Presidents, businessmen, and 
church leaders are members of 
Freemasonry, which evil empire is 
fully funded by lite@ly hundreds of 
greater and lesser foundations. 

Once money enters into the 
equation, my research proves over 
and over again that few can resist 
its lure, and if they do, they are 
simply swatted like a fly. On the 
anniversary of the murder of Presi- 
dent John F.Kennedy, it is well that 
we take note of this fact and make 
our resolve to fight the gargantuan 
monster of a secret government that 
hangs over us. Unless this is done 
on a national scale, we will go the 
way of the Greek and Roman em- 
pires . 

to gain control of (1) education, (2) My observations based upon 
the Church and (3) the State. There twenty five years of experience, a 
can be little doubt that, as we draw goodly part of it spent in intelli- 
near to the close of the 20th ten- gence service, leads me to believe 
tury, the foundations and their allies that we are so weighed down by an 
have succeeded beyond their ex- all-pervasive allpowerful secret 
pectations. The fact that they were government apparat, that to throw 
able to get prayer and Bible reading off its yoke and rediscover the 

America we once possessed will 
SANANDA, cont. take an outpouring of sacrifice, 

from previous page spiritual revival and-will to win that . 
are MANY ones beyond your 
perception who find sustenance and 
peace within from this work, 
including you, my little dove. The 
inadequacy will pass, for it is part 
of the illusion of altered ego and 
has no substance in the Light of 
GOD and our work together. Be at 
peace. You serve well. There is 
always room for improvement and 
your desire takes you there. 

I AM Sananda, One with God. 
Walk together in Peace and Love 
and KNOW t&t GOD walks with- 
you. SaIu. 0 

must encompass the entiti popula- 
$iin of this country. As we reach 
the close of 1991, I see no sign of 
such revival. Rather, I see the 
python-like secret government 
tightening its coils around the nation 
in preparation for the final crushing 
of its victim. 

The candidates for political of- 
fice do not impress. There is not 
one individual of the calibre of any 
of the founders of the nation, nor 
the men who wrote the Constitu- 
tion. We have filenty of self-seek- 

-itig politicians but not a. single 

statesman. Take the candidates who 
are vying for the White House. My 
information is that President George 
Bush will not seek reelection for the 
simple reason that there are just too 
many obstacles for him to over- 
come. The glow of the Gulf War 
has worn off, the economy is in a 
shambles--to put it no higher than 
that, and the skeletons in the Bush 
closet tie rattling more loudly each 
day. 

Who is Dan Quayle? He is a 
member of a very wealthy family 
who owns the Ely Lily Pharmaceu- 
tical Company, one of the largest in 
the U.S. Dan Quayle’s father was a 
close friend of Prescott Bush, 
George Bush’s father. What is Dan 
Quayle’s experience that would 
qualify him as a statesman? The 
answer is nil, nothing, zero. Yet it 
is conceivable that Dan Quayle will 
inherit the Oval Office from Presi- 
dent Bush. The possible scenario is 
that Quayle will be voted into the 
White House, with James Baker III 
as his Vice-President. Baker will 
do all of the running and formulate 
and carry out White House policy 
dictated by the Royal Institute for 
International Affairs. 

The year 1992 will go down in 
history as the year of the medio- 
crats, for when all the verbiage is 
stripped away, the establishment 
will still be in the charge of men of 
most mediocre qlibre. Only a 
massive national movement of the 
people right across party lines will 
overturn the system. If that does 
not occur before the 1992 election, 
it will never occur, because all indi- 
cations are that the time has arrived 
when dissent in any shape or form 
will be “discouraged”, meaning it 
will be smothered before it can get 
Started. THIS IS THE LAST 
ELECTION BEFORE THE CUR- 
TAIN IS RUNG DOWN. 

Can we expect any help from 
the Republican Party? If we are 
looking to the Republican Party to 
bring America out from under the 
upper-level parallel secret govem- 
ment, we are going to be sadly dis- 
appointed. The mainstream Repub- 
lican Party has ALWAYS been 
ESTABLISHMENT, and in this re- 
gard it became even more so under 
the Reagan and Bush Presidencies. 

Both Baker and Quayle are 
establishment men, team players, so 
do not look for any substantive 
policy changes in the domestic 
arena, and less still in foreign pol- 
icy affairs should the foregoing sce- 
nario turn out to be accurate. If 
there are any changes at all, they 
will be for the worse. On that we 
can rely. What of the Democrats? 
Party hack and Freemason Mario 

To give some insight as to how 
far to the left the Congress has 
drifted, in 1982 and almost every 
year thereafter, a ltige number of 
members of the House and Senate 
have written to the Institute for 
Policy Studies requesting IPS Bud- 
get Studies. My monograph, “IPS 
Revisited” gives an overview of this 
prestigious left-wing think tank and 
its foundation funders, but for those 
of you who did not purchase a copy 
of my study, here are some facts 
that should make all of us sit up 

Cuomo of New York will very straight. 
likely be the Democrat Party choice 
for President. In the coming Please see USA, next page 

months this will be announced. 

NEW BOOK RELEASES . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TODAY’S HEALTH ALTERNATIVE THE DARK CHARADE 

By Raquel Martin By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

$16.95...Trade Paper S lO.OO...Trade Paper 
Release Date l/92 Available now 

This is the first comprehensive, referenced, Hatonn brings us up to date on critical world 

easy-to-read book about chiropractic care as events such as: The details ofthephoney Soviet 

viewed from the patient’s perspective. Over coup. What their new (old) plans are and who 

55 million Americans are receiving or seeking their new (old) leaders are. The more things 
chiropractic care. Ms. Martin has successfully change the more they remain the same, albeit 
dispelled the myths which have in the past under different names or facade. How the 
prevented individual from seeking Soviets pretend weakness while they increase 
chiropractic care as a valid and successful their preparations for war, and “blackmail” us 

preventative health care and treatment alter- for more billions of dollars of aid while we 

native She presents the science of disarm and can’t feed our own hungry people. 
Chiropractics, the early history, basic prin- Remember, America, decades ago they said we 
ciples as well as the undeniableevidenceofits would give them the rope to hang us? 
effectiveness. 

To order these books or receive our catalog contact: America West 
P.O. Box 986, Tehachapi, CA 93581 (800) 729-4131 
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ZIP code use invokes Federal jurisdiction 
Use of the ZIP Code is volun- 

tary. See Domestic Mail Services 
Regulations, Section 122.32. You 
should also know that the Postal 
Service cannot discriminate against 
the non-use of the ZIP Code. Postal 
Reorganization Act, Section 403, 
(Public Law 91-375). The federal 
government utilizes the ZIP code to 
prove that you reside in a “federal 
district of the District of 
Columbia”. This is why the IRS 
and other government agencies 
(state and federal) require you use a 
ZIP Code when they assert jurisdic- 
tion by sending you a letter. They 

this is a sly and subtle TRICK. It is Volume 51, Number 53 , Wednes- 
also PRIMA FACIE evidence that day, March 19,‘1986. 
you are a subject of Congress and a You must remember that the 
“citizen of the District of Postal Service is a private corpora- 
Columbia” who is “resident” in one tion, a quasi-governmental agency. 
of the several States. It is no longer a full government 

The receipt of mail from you agency. It is like the Federal Re- 
with a ZIP code is one of the re- serve System, The Internal Revenue 
uuirements for the IRS to have Service, and the United States Mar;’ 
jurisdiction to send you notices. 
The government cannot bill a Citi- 
zen of California, as he is not 
within the purview of the MUNIC- 
IPAL LAWS of the District of 
Columbia. In fact, the Internal 
Revenue Service has adopted the 
ZIP code areas as Internal Revenue - _ 

claim that this speeds the mail, but Districts. See the Federal Register, 

Which Constitution? 
RICHARD MCDONALD 

The Federal Constitution can 
only be applied and used against the 
Federal Government. The Bill of 
Rights (Articles in addition to the 
original first 7 articles) were written 
strictly as a limitation on the Fed- 
eral Government, to protect the 
Citizens of the several States from 
the Federal Government. The Fed- 
eral Constitution does NOT apply to 
State actions against State Citizens. 

The so-called 14th Amendment, 
since 1969, has allowed limited ap- 
plication of the Federal Constitution 
only to the extent that Congress has 
seen fit to grant it as a privilege, to 
be applied against State Govem- 
ments, for the specific protection of 
the so-called 14th Amendment 
“citizens of the United States”. This 
amendment is only of admiralty or 
equity jurisdiction, and these de 
facto citizens are not under the 
Common Law. They do not have 
unalienable rights, only limited 
statutory “c,ivil rights” that 
Congress has seen fit to grant them. 

The individual State Constitu- 
tions, all of which are harmonious 
in meaning with the Federal Con- 
stitution, were written to protect the 
Citizens of the several States (State 
Citizens) from the State govem- 
ments, and all are based on the 
Common Law. So in order to in- 
voke the Common Law in federal 
court, you, as a State Citizen must 
use the State Constitution, backed 
up by the Federal Constitution and 
use only Common Law writs. (Do 

not use any Federal Codes at all!) 
Since the Federal Government is 

not within the Common Law (not 
being in any State of the Union), 
the Federal Courts are required to 
follow the Common Law of the 
State where the State Citizen is 
domiciled, whenever the State Citi- 
zen is before the Federal Court, in- 
voking the State Constitution. 

Also, there are two (2) Federal 
Writs of Habeas Corpus: 

1. The Common Law writ under 
Article I, section 9, of the Consti- 
tution for the United States of 
America (1787), which is available 
only to White Common Law State 
Citizens; and, (2) Under the all 
writs statute, which is for all others, 
and for which Congress has allowed 
only limited applications, and which 
can be denied for any reason. 

There are two (2) Writs of 
Habeas Corpus for the State of 
California: 

(1) Under the Constitution, Ar- 
ticle I, section 11, which is for the 
White Common Law State Citizens; 
and, (2) in the Penal Code, Title 
12, Chapter 12, section 1473, 
which was enacted 23 years after 
the creation of the State of Califor- 
nia in 1872. This is for all other 
“persons” (i.e., 14th Amendment 
federal citizens) since they did not 
have access to the Common Law. 

So are you a White Common 
Law Citizen of the State or a 
federal citizen of the District of 
Columbia? Use the rights laws and 
you may win!!! 

money. They advocate the use of 
Title 42 suits (which are for federal 
citizens only), send mail to you 
with a ZIP Code, and ask you to do 
things that place you within the mu- 
nicipal jurisdiction of the District of 
Columbia. 

Remember these individuals 
may be agents of the .govemment 

shall Service. They are all outside or, even worse, are advocating a 
the restrictions of the Federal Con- one world government by the use of 
stitution, as private corporations. the social security number and the 
They are all powerful in their re- ZIP code. 
spective areas of responsibility to So you must be aware of the 
enforce collection for the federal movement towards a one world 
debt . So, if you are using a ZIP government through annihilation or 
code, you are in effect saying elimination of State Citizens by use 
openly and notoriously that you do of the so-called 14th Amendment 
not live in the State of California, and its related laws. 
but, instead are a resident in the This movement can be halted by 
califomia area of the District of the efforts of everyone to return to 
Columbia (a-federal district). There 
are some so-called Patriot groups Please see ZIP, next page 
that I consider to be patriots for 

USA, cont. from previous page 

The Institute for Policy Studies 
is the most important policy-making 
institution in America today. The 
fact that hundreds of Congressmen 
and women see fit to ask for papers 
written by this leftwing think tank 
should speak volumes. IPS is 
funded by all of the major founda- 
tions, plus the following, and this is 
not by any means a complete list: 

ARCA Foundation. Mary 
Reynolds Babcock Foundation. 
Smith Bagley. 

Bydale Foundation. Cummins 
Engine Foundation. DJB Founda- 
tion. 

Field Foundation. Fontaney 
Foundation. Funding Exchange. 

Janns Foundation. W. Alton 
Jones Foundation. Milbank Foun- 
dation. 

J.R. MacArthur Foundation. 
New World Foundation. Ottinger 
Trust. 

Palisades Foundation. Playboy 
Foundation. Robert Potter. 

Rabinowitz Foundation. Samuel 
Rubin Foundation. Sperry Family. 

SiUl Francisco Foundation. 
Shalan Foundation. Stem Fund. 

James P.Warburg Family. Jacob 
Ziskind Trust. Irving F. Laucks. 

It has taken years of research to 
come up with this kind of in- 
formation. Let us take one founda- 
tion, the Samuel Rubin Foundation 

as an example, and see just how 
many subversive anti-American 
anti-christian organizations are sup 
ported by this single foundation 
among the scores of other founda- 
tions who give equal help to people 
and organizations engaged in un- 
American activities: 

Africa Fund. American Civil 
Liberties Union. Bay Area Institute. 
CALC Foundation. Campaign for 
Political Rights. Center for Cuba. 
Center for Documentary Media. 
Center for International Policy. 
Center for Investigative Reporting. 
Center for Popular Economics. 
Columbia University. Corporate 
Data Exchange. Cultural Council. 
Environmental Policy Institute. 
Fellowship of Reconciliation. Film 
Fund. Foundation for National 
Progress. IPS. Hudson Guild. In- 
stitute for Democratic Socialism. 
Institute for World Order. Inves- 
tigative Resource Center. Lawyer’s 
Committee on Nuclear Policy. Na- 
tional Council of Churches. Nuclear 
Information Center. National Orga- 
nization of Women. Pacifica Foun- 
dation. St. Mark’s Church. Tides 
Foundation. Youth Project. South 
East Asia Resource Center. Wash- 
ington Peace Center. Yugoslavian 

Please see USA, next page 





Legal words and consequences Page1g* 
SNALD 

This is a newsletter that may be 
dangerous to your well being, as it 
contains some truth that you were 
or are not supposed to know or un- 
derstand. 

before claiming such statutory 
rights and privileges. They might be 
surprised to find out what they are 
stating and claiming. 

To begin with, I must tell you 
that all words used in any type of 
law have a specific meaning at- 
tached as it relates to that specific 
law. They do not mean the standard 
everyday dictionary meaning at all 
times, as you are misled into think- 
ing. 

First, you must understand that 
this is an educational forum, and I 
will give you the meanings that are 
utilized by the various governmental 
agencies, to deprive you of your 
rights and property. 

The word “person”, as it is used 
in most of the statutes, refers to the 
same person as defined in the so- 
called 14th Amendment. It does not 
include everyone, as you are led to 
believe. There are several court 
cases that define who is that specific 
“person”, and one of those cases 
is Van Valkenburg v. Brown; 43 
Cal. 43. 

The law states that the United 
States is a foreign corporation in 
relation to one of the several States. 
Remember, that the District of 
Columbia is not one of the States of 
the Union of several States, but is a 
foreign nation (corporation). See 20 
C. J. S. sec. 1785, p. 11. So under 
these facts of law the * ’ U. S. citi- 
zens” of the District of Columbia 
are only alien residents in any one 
of the several States. So if all state 
agencies are operating under the 
purview of the municipal laws of 
the District of Columbia, have they 
registered with this State’s Depart- 
ment of State as an agency of a for- 
eign power doing business in this 
State? 

you do not possess Primary and 
Paramount State Citizenship, then, 
you must be a resident alien, who 
can and must be controlled at all 
times as to when, where, how, and 
why you do anything affecting the 
public (Citizens of the State). 

I am a Citizen of this State*first, 
then as a consequence, I am a Citi- 
zen of the United States of Amer- 
ica, as defined in the Original Con- 
stitution for the United States of 
America (1787), and have full, 
complete, and unencumbered access 
to all of the Bill of Rights (179 l), 
Amendments 1 through 10. The U. 
S. Supreme Court has stated that 
since 1969, ,Amendments 1 through 
8 have limited application to the 
States through the 14th Amendment 
for the U. S. citizens. They, as citi- 
zens of a non-state (notice a differ- 
ence of status between the State and 
the District of Columbia), have no 
access to the 9th and 10th Amend- 
ments. As a Citizen of a State, I 
have all the powers not given to the 

governments. I am a sovereign and, 
as the courts have stated the Con- 
stitutions are a limitation upon the 
government as it relates to the Citi- 
zen of the State. But this is not so if 
you are a citizen of the District of 
Columbia. SO, just what are you??? 
If you are a slave on the Federal 
plantation known as the District of 
Columbia, then act like one. If you 
are a Citizen of this State then act 
like the sovereign you are by her- 
itage and Birthright. Read and un- 
derstand the laws that apply to you. 
You must always obey these laws 
under all circumstances. I do not 
obey the laws of Japan, Germany, 
England or the municipal laws of 
the District of Columbia for the 
very simple reason that I am not 
one of their citizens. 

The original Political Code of 

1872, states that you are either a 
Citizen of this State, a Citizen of 
another State, or an alien. So, if 

So read the law, understand it 
and ask questions if in doubt of 
your status. 0 

Next, the term “United States” 
has three (3) different, distinct, and 
separate jurisdictional meanings. 
This has been stated in Hooven & 
Allison Co. v. Eva& 324 U. S. 
652. There the court stated: 

The term “United States” may 
be used in any one of several 
senses. It may be merely the name 
of a sovereign occupying the posi- 
tion analogous to that of other 
sovereigns in the family of nations. 
It may designate the territory over 
which the sovereignty of the United 
States extends, or it may be the 
collective name of the States which 
are united by and under the Con- 
stitution. 

Each of these definitions has 
completely different jurisdictions 
and cannot be mixed. Do you know 
which of the meanings are being 
utilized when they say ‘. United 
States”? When in doubt, ASK! This 
always brings some type of answer, 
and you will at least know for your- 
self what they are doing to you with 
your permission. 

There are several groups that 
are claiming federal rights, that 
originate in the 1866 Federal Civil 
Rights Statute, 14 Stat. 27. They 
should read and understand the law 

worker housing was destroyed and 
the Germans gave up, at least 
percentage-wise that much of our 
moral resistance to change (and de- 
cay) has been bombed into submis- 
sion. We are a nation ready to give 
up without a struggle. 

If this were not the case, how 
could we have allowed our Presi- 
dent to commit unspeakable atroci- 
ties and acts of sheer barbarism 
against a people who had done us 
no harm? Our acts of barbarism in 
the Gulf War and the merciless 
bombing of Iraqi cities and towns is 
without parallel in the history of 
warfare. We descended to a level 
of barbarism never before seen in 
the world in all of its history, and 
yet, we carry on as if nothing has 
happened. 

That proves two things; (1) We 
are so numbed that we can no 
longer make choices and (2) We are 
unable to comprehend the full ex- 
tent to which we are in the grip of 
total censorship. Either way, unless 
we awake from our deep sleep and 
do it NOW, there is little if any 
hope that we will survive as a na- 
tion. The U.S. of the year 2010 is 
going to be vastly different to the 
U.S. of 1969. In the years to 
come, as our children’s children try 
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to survive in the New Dark Age, 
they will curse us for allowing such 
a preventable fate to overtake the 
United States. 

These forces that are at work to 
destroy our United States and all 
that we stand for in the way of 
man’s advancement and freedom 
are RECOGNIZABLE. Dozens of 
writers have clearly identified them 
for us. This was not always so, and 
then we had a fairly legitimate ex- 
cuse in that we could not identify 
the enemy. But that has changed 
very dramatically over the past two 
decades. Today the enemy’s cover 
has been ripped off. We CAN 
identify the enemy. 

What then hath hindered us 
from going out to do battle with the 
secret government? In a word, 
FEAR. We fear our own creature 
comforts, safety and security more 
than we fear the INEVITABLE loss 
of liberty that is right now on our 
doorstep. We have not yet recog- 
nized that when we enter the dark- 
ness of a New World Order, we 
will have no security, no job and no 
creature comforts to enjoy. 

Today we are led to believe that 
a New World Order in an equal 
partnership with the Soviet Union is 
going to meet all of our needs. Far 

from it. We have never been in 
greater danger than we are now. ‘A 
Third World War is imminent, ev- 
erything is working up to it. The 
Soviet military does not trust 
Washington in spite of the soothing 
noises coming from the establish- 
ment press and the Bush adminis- 
tration. The Middle East is a pow- 
der keg waiting for the spark that 
will bring on a devastating war. 
The Muslim world is at war with 
Zionism, and as the United States is 
perceived as the bastion and de- 
fender of Zionism, we shall have to 
bear the brunt of the fighting. 

The USSR may be breaking up, 
but it is the military establishment 
that we have to look out for. How 
far the Soviet military will allow the 
Kremlin to go is a good question. 
My intelligence friends say “not 
much further”. Certainly, the rise 
of the Moslem republics in the 
USSR is viewed with concern by 
the Russian Republic where the 
majority of White Russians live. 

The elaborate charade of the 
United Nations Atomic Energy 
Agency looking for Iraqi “nuclear 
weapons” would be laughable if it 

Please see USA, next page 
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were not so dangerous. David Kay, 
who led the “team”, is a CIA career 
officer with NO experience in mat- 
ters of nuclear weapons, yet on 
“Sixty Minutes” he was described 
as a “nuclear weapons scientist”. 
Kay was there to fool the American 
people into believing that Iraq is 
still a dangerous enemy and to pro- 
vide an excuse for U.S. forces to 
launch another attack on Iraq. 

The waiting game is not paying 
off; the people of Iraq are as much 
attached to their leader as ever, no 
amount of hardship will persuade 
them to push him out of office. 
The Bush game plan has failed. His 
only resort is to send U.S. forces 
into Iraq to depose and dispose of 
Saddam Hussein. The next target 
of the. Bush administration acting 
for the Royal Institute for Intema- 
tional Affairs is Libya. Libya is 
being blamed for the Pan Am 
Lockerbie tragedy, when everybody 
knows that the culprits were Syrian 
terrorists. 

But how then can we shake the 
hand of Syria’s Hafez-al Assad, 
when he is responsible for the death 
of more than 250 innocent victims 
of terrorism? How can we hope to 
persuade Syria to back the never- 
ending “peace process” that is 
slowly but surely grinding to a halt? 
The way out is to blame Libya, and 
then bomb & “back into the stone 
age”. This will get rid of Quadafti 
and take the heat off Syria. 

So we can expect that we shall 
shortly see a massive air-strike 
against Libya with an accompanying 
barrage of propaganda, flag-waving 
and banging on the big drum of pa- 
triotism. How useful that it will 
provide a fillip for the President’s 
poor showing in the opinion polls, 
but that will not help him as he 
won’t be running, UNLESS--and 
this is ,always a possibility--events 
are MADE to take such a dramatic 
turn that his presence in the White 
House will be needed more than 
ever--or at least that is what we will 
be told. Weird things do happen in 
politics, especially when the people 

manufacturing the events are in 
charge of just about every facet of 
our lives. 

The victor will be Israel, and 
the cost of the victory will fall upon 
the shoulders of the American na- 
tion in terms of men, money and 
equipment. After the conflagration 

subsides--and nuclear weapons 
WILL be used on both sides--we 
shall see Middle East oil under the 
control of Israel as a surrogate of 
the One World Government. Is- 
lamic opposition will be smashed, 
never again able to threaten the 
“peace and stability” of the area. 
Those Islamic nations who sold Iraq 
out in seeking to save their own 
skins will find the United States a 
very unreliable ally, just as the 
Shah of Iran found out, and as the 
nation of the Philippines discovered 
and South Korea is now in the 
process of discovering. 

The biggest loser will be Saudi 
Arabia whose rulers have appar- 
ently failed to realize that the word 
of the United States Government 
cannot be taken seriously. Witness 
Croatia, a nation seeking its just 
and rightful independence from a 
union with Yugoslavia which it was 
forced to join at the close of the 
First World War, an unnatural 
union it now wishes to terminate. 

Instead of carrying out what he 
preached during the Gulf War, 
when he talked about nothing other 
than “naked aggression” and how 
the brave new One World Govem- 
ment would no longer tolerate such 
conduct, President Bush is now 
hesitant and horribly reluctant to go 
to the aid of a small nation being 
tom to pieces by people of a differ- 
ent culture. Croatia’s only crime is 
that it no longer wishes to be un- 
equally yoked together with Byzan- 
tine-Serbian Yugoslavia. 

The manner in which the Bush 
administration and the U.N has 
stood by and allowed mass genocide 
of the Croatian people is another 
chapter in our dark 20th century 
history, one that one day will come 
back to haunt us. The fact that the 
United States through the 
“conservative” Republican adminis- 
tration of President George Bush 
allowed the United Nations to take 
dominion over the United States is 
another sign of our national inabil- 
ity to resist the will of the New 
World Order. 

The Constitution forbids the 
U.S. from becoming subservient to 
any and all foreign institutions and 
organizations, and this includes the 
U.N. The principle is embodied in 
the Constitution and was made 
known to the world at the time the 
Senate refused to ratify the League 
of Nations Treaty. There has been 
nothing to change the basic position 

of our country; we are NOT under 
the laws of a foreign body and we 
cannot be without giving up our 
Constitution. 

Yet the Bush administration, in 
pursuit of its Gulf War aims, de- 
liberately flouted the law and went 
to the U.N., thereby placing that 
One World Government body above 
the U.S. Constitution in order to 
give quasi-legality to its illegal ac- 
tion in declaring- war on Iraq, and 
the Congress solidified the illegal 
actions of the President by giving 
him what one CNN “expert” de- 
scribed as “a sort of a Congres- 
sional declaration of war”, 

How can we as a nation allow 
such flagrant wrongs to stand? 
There must surely be thousands 
upon thousands of Constitutional 
experts who know that the President 
and -his cabinet violated the highest 
law in the land by proceeding 
against Iraq without a Congressional 
declaration of war. Even the quasi 
legality of the U.N. mandate ob- 
tained by the President cannot 
stand, as the U.S. is NOT a mem- 
ber of the U.N. For the U.S. to 
legally become a member of the 
UN., a Constitutional amendment 
to this effect has to be ratified by all 
the states and, as- we well know, 
this has never been done. 

That we have allowed the Bush 
administration and his cabinet, 
particularly those who actively 
planned and carried out the war 
against Iraq to remain in office, 
speaks volumes as to whither we as 
a nation are going. Had we been a 
nation of laws instead of men, we 
would long ago have impeached the 
President and James Baker III. In- 
stead, suffering from “long range 
penetration”, we lapsed into apathy 
and made no choice at all on this 
vitally important matter. “Future 
shocks” rendered this nation impo- 
tent and without the national 
strength and will-power to take de- 
cisive action to impeach the Presi- 
dent. 

Remember this the next time 
you open your daily newspaper and 
read about one shocking event after 
another. So many people respond 
by asking themselves, “What is 
happening to America?” What is 
happening to America is that we 
have been made a very sick nation, 
deliberately and with malice afore- 
thought. Unless we can shake off 
this sickness, this apathy, then in 
answer to the question, “Whither 

the U.S.?” we may safely say, 
“STRAIGHT INTO THE JAWS 
OF A ONE WORLD GOVERN- 
MENT-NEW WORLD ORDER.” 

All Rights Reserved. Dr. J. 
Coleman, December 1991. 0 
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